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Iqsis of the Rhizobiaceae. 
ABSTRACT 
M.S., Eastern Illinois University. l·la.y 1971. 
Ma.jor Professor: Dr. William A. Weiler. 
'Ille followin� members of the R�izobinceae were tested for their lytic 
p.h���'l?..�� �����.E�· Iqsis was observed in spent grovth media and as a 
function of saline concentration, pH, buffer corrroosition, C.isodiUI:l (ethyl--
enedinitrilo) tetraacetate (�DTA) concentration, �nd lysozyme. 
Cells were harvested by centrifugation, washed, and resuspencl.ed in 
various treat�ent solutions. The lytic response vas foll��ed spectrophoto· 
metrically . 
The different responses of the six cultures was ap-plied ts> a su."11tle.tion 
of reclassification p�opo3a.ls evolved throuRh modern taxonomic techniques 
such as DNA homology and. percent �us.nine and cytosine nitrogen base compcsi. ti on. 
Average percent lysis of the tested bacteria formed three groups. 
violaceum . The3e grou:>ings lend further sup-:)ort to the need to reclassify 
these organisms accordinr,: to the suggested proposals. 
T'ne presence of a "typical" mucopeptide in ��obo.cter�� t��facie� , 
demonstrated by their lytic res-::>onse to EDTA-lysozyrne treatment. F'urt!'ler-· 
more, the results depended u�on the addition of EDTA. This sug�ests t�e 
presencP. of a "tynicril" �ram-ne�ative cell wn.11 mer.thrane (lipor>rotei n ). 
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.!3-h!_�_�!;>_i_� l_u::?._i_�t nnd ����..C-?..°t?.i.,�� ja'l(on_�s� exhibited 1i ttle or no lysis 
i n  all tests. This sug�ests the lack of a mucone�tide, a lysozyme resistant 
mucopeptide, different bonding of. the cell vall membrane, and/or an a.ddi ··· 
tional accessory layer such as the ca?sule. The author sus�ects the last 
possibillty. 
iii 
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INTRO DU er! ON 
Historically, walls have been ot interest A.nd importance to man. In 
many cases, the walls of caves proved lite saving to early man seeking 
safety. Walls EU.so provided him with shelter from the ensuing weather. 
He realized that there muat be an opening to g1dn acceas to the protec·· 
tion and by vhich he could leave when the danger vas past. 
Walls are no less important to man today'. One ot these structures 
i• the biological cell wall. It too allows access, but still retains its 
characteristic strength. One ot the di:t'f'erence.s between plants and animoJ.s 
is that the former have cell val.la. �a appears to be the ao1• criterion 
tor claaeity'ing bacteria in t.be plant kingdom. 
When bacterial cell walls are studied, they are found to be intricately 
designed. Although this adds to the ditf'iculty ot understanding, it also 
opens new avenues of study. Since complex cell wall components are round 
to vary among bacterial species, these di'fferences can be used as a key to· 
claaaiti cation or similar organisms. 
By far, the cell ve.11 has been the foremost structure in terms or 
bacterial. taxonO?Jt(. Prom the first major cha.re.cteri zation by Gram Stain 
and morphological studies to to�'s approaches to ultra-structure and 
function, the oell vall baa been the focus of attention ot bacteriologists. 
As Rogers (1970) vrote, "there are yet Jt\Y'Steries about bacteria worth solving 
and in the solving 11183" contribute to general biology." This certainly 
applies to ba.cterial cell walls • 
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Of extraordinary interest is the cell wall of the family Phi zobia.ceae. 
?rinci!>le ni trogen·-fixing bacteria are placed �Ii thin this family. Fixation 
of free nitrogen is accomplished only while in u. symbiotic relationship with 
the higher plant famil,y, Leguminosae. Durin� this time, odd bacterial shanes 
are observable and can be directly correlated with the nitrogen-fixation pro·· 
cess. Since the shape of a bacterium is de-pendent upon the cell vall, the 
wall seemingly ;:ila.,ys a part in this important process. 
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HISTORICAL 
'lbe 'taxonany ot the Rh1zobiaceae 
By noting similarities betveen individuals and arranging them as groups 
that have certain common characteristics, a natural organization is achieved. 
This organization is called systematics. 
Thus, the organisms within the family Rh1zobiaceae have been grouped 
together using the following cha.raoteristics. They are gram negative rods 
vi thout endospores; they mq or may not be flagellated; they may or may not 
produce a pigment; they grow aerobically on glucose media; and they can be 
saprophytes, aymbionte, or plant pathogens. It is interesting to note that 
other family characteristics are similar to these, such as the Pseudomona­
daoeae . Thus , the ta.mi J.y Rhi zobi ace ae seems very loosely bound. 
The family Rhizobiaceae is composed ot three genera. The first to be 
considered is Chromoba.cterium. This genus is distinguished by the produc­
tion of an alcohol soluble pigment called violacein (Breed et al.. 1957). 
Species are determined by such physiological characteristics as growth or 
no growth at 3TC and gelatin stab reactions. 
The genus Aqobacterium includes plant pathogens that do not tix free 
n1 trogen, although some can produce ni tri tea from nitrates. Species are 
separated by hoa-tr-specitici ty according to the group11 ot plants that they 
paras! ti ze such as angiosperms and gymnosperms . 
The genus Rhizobium is by tar, the most important genus in this family. 
The organisms in the genus enter into a symbiotic relation.ship vi.th members 
ot the plant family !Aguminosae and, as a result, fix tree atmospheric nitrogen 
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to ammonia�. Thia aharaot.r1atic baa tremendous economic and agricultural 
aian1tioanoe. Because of this, Rhiaob1um bas been one of th• most trequently 
stuclied bacterial genera. Certainly it 1• .not without reuoo that the 
taai ly vu named Rhi sobiaoeae. 
Sinoe thi• author ia alao oogniaant ot economic and -practical aigniti­
canoe, the maJor portion of thia paper will deal vi th th.ii pnws. 
M i• the case tor Aeob,acteriwn, species or Rni:iobiwa are distin­
guished by hoat-1pecitioity. >.a .J'red, �Yin. and MoCoy (1932) v.rote 
··about root nodule baoteri�, "In api te ot th e  known exceptions '\o the 
ordinary 11 at . ot croaa i��c�ations � 1 t aeems true that the abi ll ty of the 
organiea to inteot certain plant.a and not others is u fixed and definite 
u any phaae or the phyaioloa ot the organisms. In view ot its relative 
stability and practical importuoe, ve feel justified in regarding it as 
the pri• oharaoter in apeoies d1tterentia-t1on. •• To renect another view, 
Allen and Allttn (1g50) stated "t.b• abili.ty to invade th• roota ot legUminous 
plant• and stimulate the production ot nodules i• the 'ole criterion tor 
the existence ot the genus Rhizobium.11 'l'bu., the current edition of �e.t:�E!. 
Manual � Detemin!_t_� Ba°"rio�OQ (Breed et al., 1957) reflects this vieV·· 
point although 1 t does not regard auoh claseiticationa u tinal in a.ny sense, 
but only wmporary progreas leading '° a tuture claaaitication, &• this paper 
will demonstrate. 
Paulte, hoveTer, ven towid Yitb bost-apeoiticity groups by a number 
ot ind.ividu&la. Appleman and Seara (1942) and Wilaon (1944) rejected the 
oroaa inoculation buia ot Rhi aobiwa olaaaiti cation beeawae their evidence 
deaonatrated that the croea inooulation groups vere, in tact, not tixed. 
Specie• croea-inoeulation betvee� boata vu reported. Some authol'a. uaert 
that tbne ia li�tle relationship between Bhiaobiua and Agrob.at�rium. 
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Pre'vot (1961) put ��acteri� between such unrelated groups as the Nitro·· 
baoteriaceae and the 'lhiobacteriaaeae. 'l!lus, the clusitication of these 
organisms was, and still seems to be, a matter of personal reference and 
not necessarily the reflection ot a true relationship. 
Aa bacterial taxon� mature• , elaborate techniques and instrumenta­
tion allow taxonomists to apply criteria other than hoet-specitieity to 
group these organisms . The deTelopment of these new techniques will very 
like� have profound ettects upon the present cla1sitication ot the Rhizo-
.. biaceae. Before this author diecuaan these result• it aeema appro!)riate 
to discuss the new techniques. 
The bacterial. taxonomist, being·· dependent upon the laboratory, baa 
become �e ot an experiment&llst Yhoee imagination create• new methods 
to cope with taxaiomic inadequacies. These methods are prorlding suwle­
menta tor morphological· and host-apecit1c1ty charaaterlatica. Atter all, 
specific morphological characteristics are only expreaeione ot a genotype. 
It is ihe complete genotype ot an organism that determines 1 ta relation­
ship to another organism. It seems reasonable, then, not merely to use 
a single phenotypic characteristic u the sole criter'ion tor clasaitica­
tion as Fred, Baldwin, and McCoy suggeated in 1932, but rather to use some 
basis that reflects all or ae much as possible· ot the genotype. The f'ol·­
loving methods tollow this theme • 
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) base canpoai tiona are becoming more widely 
uaed in tuonanic studies and it aeems evident that such information will 
be included in tuture species deacriptione. The beat reference at this 
time ia a publication by Hill (1966) which indexes a great number of organisms. 
The method is baaed U!)on the hypothesis that the tlfA or related organisms 
have aindlar base compost ti one. Thus, it base compoei tion can be computed 
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and compared, a similarity factor can be expreeaed. The cosputation ot 
similarity ia baaed upon the percent or guanine (0) and cyto cine (C) bue 
canplements vhen oompared to the entire DNA baae total. 'lbe early proce­
dure (DeLey and Van Muylem, 1963) vu a direot estimation by D!f.A hydrolysis 
and bue separation by paper chromatography, followed by ultraviolet spectro­
photometry. The quan tity ot each base vu determined by the integration of 
absorption peake. 
Chemical an�ei1 ot DNA nitrogen baaea baa been replaced in moat cues 
·by methoda that require leas time and material and are less tedious. Such 
methods include thermal denaturation (Mamur, 1962) and buoyant denai ty in 
a cesium chloride gradient (Schi�aut, 1962). 
Witrogen b ... e compoeitiona are expre1sed as mole1-percent of guanine 
and cytosine (Jo+C) or the moles ot total buea. Detey (1969) calculated 
the percent G+C that can occur between tvo organieaa that abare a number 
ot almost identical aiatrona. He estimated that 20-30� di tterence in the 
O+c ratio vould mean practical.17 no nucleotide sequences in common. 'Ibis 
forms, therefore, a ti rm baaia tor the obaern.tion that highly similar 
organisms muat have a very similar G+c ratio and, it the percent is sub­
stantially ditterent, then the base sequence is ditt'erent. DeLey also 
reported that a G+C percent ditterence ot 5 usually implies at least a 
species dit'terentiation, vbereaa a 2j ditterence ia seldom of aignif'icance. 
It is ltnovn that related 4-tached etranda of purified DNA "recogni Ee" 
each other and under certain condi tiona vill reunite • '!hie recanbination 
has supplied this century's greatest molecular tool tor studying the rela­
tionship between organisms. 
Techniques such as thoae ot McCarthy and Bolton (1963) measure the 
reassociation ot aingle--atranded DRA tran tvo different organisms. Although 
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there are a number of detection methods for ueterrninin� percent of DNA 
pairing' they all de�end upon :ohysically det�ctinp. the di r.rerence betveen 
single and double stranded DNA. The double st.rand stability is propor-· 
tional to the number of nucleotides that match, thus percent of homolo�/ 
i::; computable. 
There are a number of uncertainties concernini.;: this method. P:re the 
rea.ssociated sequences recombining in short regions or over the entire 
length of the DNA molecule? What is the degree of overlapping of strands? 
·· The problems of this method are slowly being solved and as a result the 
promise for even greater taxonomic information is certain. 
A somewhat similar approach to I?!lA homology is that of transformation. 
Transformation is the transfer of hereditary nroperties (genes) from one 
bacterium to another. Molecular DNA is taken uri by the reci '9ient cell and 
is '1absorbed" into its chromosome where the transferred genetic character 
is expressed phenotypically. Such an "absorption'' indicates a similarity 
of genotypes for the transferable trait. This type of study is a useful 
tool for the bacterial taxonomist allowing him to study s-pecies interrela·­
tionahi-ps. Avery .et_ �:I.:· (1941�) were the first to review this subject and 
indicate its taxonomic significance. A more un to date review can be found 
in The Bacteria (Schaeffer, in Guns al us and f3tnn1er, 196li). 
transformations are re�orted by Ba.lasse. (1963). 
Snecific �hizobiuro . - -- ---
Similarly, transduction can demonstrate snecies interrelationships. 
It involves the entrance of a small piece of �enettc material into a re�ip-
ient cell by the action of bacteriophages. 
It is appropriate at this time to discuss still another taxonomic 
method even though the method ostensibly strays frorn the genotype theme. 
The use of bacteri onh�e hos t-s/)eci fi city a3 re,!)orted by Conn .�J;. �1.. ( l'.' I.,)) 
and Stoclter (1955) is of' interest because a snecific nhe.&Se will attack and 
lyse only a characteristic and limited ran_q,e of bacteri�l Btrains. It is 
believed that this suscentibility is deT.>endent 1mon host cell wall structure. 
Thus, those strains that are suscentil:>le to t:1e SA.Ille :rhnp;e A.re a.lw�s some· 
what related. 
There are a PTeat number of molecular studies that have contributed 
to modern bacterial taxonomy. However, these Rtudies are only more elab-· 
·· orate means of detecting s9ecific phenotypic expressions. Such methods 
as biochemical analysis, serological techniques, im.�unization and immuno­
fluorescence are a few among many new techniques. l\n interesting review of 
a number of these sub.1ects is reported by Me.rmur et ��· (1963). 
Because of the tremendous a.mount of different information being accurnu· 
lated about each strain of bacterium, bacterial taxononw has reacned a noint 
at which there is need for mechanical aid to sort taxonomic data. La�ge 
(1961) s�gests that to be effective as a classification method, the systc� 
must be composed of non-biased, over-all information concerning everythin� 
that is known about that or�anism. He sugRested the �pplication of nllI!lericn� 
taxonomy to the Rhizobiaceae. 
'lbe develO'pment of numerical systematic!l has brought considerable atten-­
tion to the procedures involved i n  taxonom_y. Sneath and Sokal (1962) present 
an excellent discussion of numerical taxonolll.'.r. Numerical methods for es ti� 
mating phenotniic relationships are based unon observations of man.y cha..rac� 
teristics of many strains. Each chnracteristic is usually given equal wei.�ht, 
indicated as a plus or minus, although under special conditions, different 
characteristics get different wel�ht. The organisms are related by me.tcnin;i: 
coefficients. Either all matches of similarity are divided by the total t�sts 
or positive matches are divided by the total tests minus the ne�ative 
matches. Usin� both of these coefficients as an nverP.p,e, a final similarity 
(''S11 value) is determined. However� it is still iri"l'.'ossible to know what 
nortion of the genotype is bein� eXPressed by the man..v nhenotypic charac­
teristics. Although weaknesses are known, this system of classi�ication 
he.a widesuread support since it covers, in the most ideal a�plication, a 
reflection of all that is known about the �enetics, morpholo�J, ecolog;y, 
biochemistry, and serology ot the organism. 
Although numerical taxonomy can be accomplished without mechanical 
aid, the trernendous volume of data makes it Fl. very tedious task. Thus, 
by d.eme.nd, the a.pplication of compute:z:s to numerical ta.xonoey (Sneath. 
1957) ha.s greatly reduced the time and effort of this nrocess. 
Recent studies with DNA homology� ni trop;en base composition, tre.ns­
t'orme. ti on, transduction, and numerical computerized taxonolt{'{ hs.s resulted 
in a number of suggested changes in the taxono?lzy' of the family Rhizobiaceae. 
In order to minimize confusion, each �enue within the family will be dis­
cussed separately. However, overlanpinP, cannot be prevented since the 
su..�gestions often cross �eneric boundaries. 
9h!'.2.mot?.�c_1!_��1� is considered a member of the family Rbizobiaceae 
because of the ngumra.v" colony growth that is characteristic of rna.ny S'Pecies 
found in the Rhizobiaceae. In addition, the or".anism..� show similar carbo­
hydrate metabolism and they possess the same tyne of flagellRtion. The 
main genus diotinction is that they produce a violet pi�nt. However, 
there seems to be a question as to the nlacement of' g_�_romo��c_�erium in 
this family. Indeed, Pre'vot (1961) clasaifies fhro!'!.obe.ctei:.�J!Jl! in a family 
separate frOT:l Rhizobiaceae. 
After conductinp; an Adansoniflll Analysis of the Rhizobiaceae, Moffett 
and Colvell (19G7) concluded th�t there is stron� su�nort for the seuaration 
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of 9_1r<>_!ll_2�as_����� from the other �enera of the Rhizobiaceae. Chronobac-
��-iW!!. was s!lmm to be more similar to �seudomon_as �eru�nosa ( 57� S value) 
thA.tl to either ��_;,�b1UTO: (48% S value) or J';i:roba.cteri� (46% S value). 
!Ieberlein �t �!.· ( 1967) renorted that QlraJE_<?_b acter!_'E!! was far removed 
genetically from the bulk of the A,c;i:robac��-��-Rhizobi� strains. They 
suggest that _Chro�o�-����-r-1:.� be reclassified in some manner that will 
not exaggerate its a.ctua.1 relationship to the Rhizobiaceae. The G+C% e.s 
reported by DeLey ��- �!· (1966) is in the 65-67-1, ran�e, whereo.s �_pbe:�--
ter_i� and Rhi zap_!_� strains ranP,e e:oproximately 5-8� lOW'er. Accordln� 
to DeLey, this su�gests a species or even a �enus difference. 
presently recognizes four species within the genus Chromobacterium. They 
are characterized by growth tem�eratures, gelatin stab reactions, and the 
ability to '!,row in various salt concentrations. The results ot Adansonian 
Analysis (Sneath, 1956; 1957) suggests that there be only two s-pecies, 
basis of optinrum growth temperature. DeLey et _al. (1966) concurs on the 
bA.Sis or G+c%. He finds G+C values for £_. viol�� and Q.. �i vid.� . • 651 
and 67% respectively. Further evidence of these results was reported by 
Heberlein et.�· (1967). Thus, it seems conclusive that only tvo species 
of 9E._���obact�r!_� l'lhould be recognized regardless in which famil.v they 
are placed. 
There does not seem to be much ques·tion a.s to the relationship or ���-Q: · 
!>_�t�rium and mg_z_�'?±um using molecular methods of taxonomy. DeLey et al. 
(1966) reported that all strains of' Ap;robacterium have a correspondin� G+C� 
of 59-62. This actually overlaus the �izobiWI! G+C% of 55-h2, indicating a 
very close genetic rela.tionshin. Further evidence by Heberlein .�t- ttl. ( 19�7) 
C.emons trates that A_p:obS;_<?_�.eri � tlnd �hi �obi_� have a i:10-90% DNA homoloizy. 
lists seven suecies of �p.E_��te.i:.i'U!?1.· They are A· i�efaciens, A .  �s2-
st�l��latum. Species a.re characterized by nitrite production from nitrates 
and by host-specificity. 1he followin� a.re nroposals that have been made 
concerning S?ecies relationships within the a�robacteria. 
Graham ( 1964) reported that the ·isc values for A .  tu.rnef'aciens and A. 
r��iob�  were almost identical. This is sup�ortcd by bacteriopha�e 
·eross-lysis between these snecies (Roslycky, 1960). Transformation studies 
by Klein and Klein (1953) not only support this conclusion, but include 
A· !11bi in this relationship. Similar results were reported by DeLey �t �!.· 
(1966) with their studies on a number of factors including G+C%. The G+C% 
of!· tum�fa��ens and�· �2-!_bi were indistinguishable. Heberlein et al. 
(1967) reported similar DNA homologies betveen the snecies P:_. �umefac!._�.n.s_, 
Jlliizobium relationshi� was also re�orted by transformation studies of Klein 
and Klein {1953), G+C% renorted by DeLey and Rassel (1965), and Adansonian 
A na�rsis reported by Graham ( 1964). 
A. !'._l}j.3p_g_�I}�S- has been re:ported by De Ley e� al. ( 1966) based on G+C%. Further-
more, DNA homology (Heberlein�-� al., 1967) has shown a close relationshin 
between &· m�_Z_OJi.e.�E;_l!_ and !!.· .le�_f!OS��· DeLey .et a.l. (1966) have sug-
varieties under the species tyoe A· !.��-obacter. In light of the cross-�enus 
link, all of these species have been suggested e.s varieties of the genus 
Rhi�obium vi thin the soecies R. �egupif._nos�  {Heberlein et �l., 1967). 
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This last arrani;ement is mildly sup-ported b�T t' Mannetje ( 19t7) but she 
sug�ests further study before a�y reclassification is made. 
A. ste!lul�tum is included with �robacteriurn because of its ability 
to form star-shaped clusters, one of the characteristics of A�robacteri�1, 
Chromobacterium, P.hi ;.q,_bJ ..� , and :C.�eud�mon8J!.. Except for this feature. �. 
�tel.lul.at� does not display any of the char�cteristics of Agrobacteri�. 
DeLey et !.'.!:.· ( 1966) report a G+ci of G6 as compared. to an Agrobacter�� 
average of 60%. This strongly suggests the removal or the s�ecies from 
··Agrobacteri_um with -possible nla.cement in the e:enus �seudomon8!.. 
A. e;>'J?!.QP..�.�.la.�. is included in the genus p.�robacte_�i_-q_It! because of its 
ability to nroduce tumors (Breed et al., 1957). However, its G+C% of 5G .. -·-
(as compared to 60% for A�ob�c��rium) and other characteristics indicate 
little genetic relationshi� to !�t..�b_�cteri� (DeLey ��-a�., 19h6). This 
idea was supported by Moffett and Colwell (1967) by Adansonian Analysis. 
They suggest placement in the Enterobacteri�ceae. 
!· J2!_eudotsugae has been found by Deley et al. ( 1966) and Moffett 
�� al. ( 1967) to be quite unrele. ted to Agrobacteri um and both groups sup;--
�est a se parate generic de9i�ation. 
The taxono!J'(V of t�e genus �J._?�q_bi� is also in a turmoil. The first 
jolts of change were indicated 1-rhen Wilson ( 1944) rejected the still···atancUr..g 
six species based upon cross-inoculating grou�s. Graham ( 1964) shocked 
bacterial taxonomists with his Adansonian Anal..vsis of. B!tizobi'l.U!?.· He nro-
�osed the followinP, relationships and classification chan�es. He reuorted 
that �· l.e��i_f!OB��· B.· ;e;ltas�o)J_, and B.· .�r_!fQ_,li�- formed a homo�eneous 
groups with 118" values of Bo .  97%. Therefore, he suggested the single species 
R. !��inos_��· He also found a 70-90% "S'1 value betveen n. Japonicum and 
�. lunini and likewise ma.de a reclassification proposnl. He su�geated that 
___ _....__ .. _ 
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a. new genus called P-�-i!_�x�, species :?._. j_a.J?g_nic_'E!l. be created due to the 
low ·1s1' value ( 55 .• 65%) between these two type species, !:· J_B£oni�_l::1E! and B.· 
±_�nosa�. Further suggestions include the merging of A. tumefacie�2. 
and A. �adio��cte:i: into the s-pecies .�l}J._�obium !'_8:,diob�cte:r:, because of the 
high "S" values ( 75-85%) between these organisms and Rhi zobium sr)ecies. In 
conclusion, Graham (1964) decided to retain the species rr. !!eJJ.lot� although 
it is similar to R. radiobacter. 
Since Graham's (1964) pro�osal, modifications of this .p lan have bee� 
"reported. DeLey and Rassell (1965) and DeLey -�� !'!:.!.· (1966) favor combinin� 
R. �inof!_�, �· �-��.1.£>.��-· and certain a.grobacteria into the species 
R. �egung_nos�.EJTI.· They also agree with the combination of�· l.S£Onic'Ell 
and R. !,�in� into the species �· . l!!-.T>£1!,1..E�.· However, they believe that 
there is a close relationshin, based upon G+C%, between the 'B_. le_g_umin_�-� 
and �· J.apo��� groups • . Therefore, the genus t_��osrx� should not be formed. 
t'Ma.n etje (::!.967) and Moffett and Colwell (1967) repeated Graham's 
Adansonian Analysis but used different clustering techniques and found a 
closer "S11 value between the groups :B.· ±-e�mine?_�arum and !!· Japgnicurn. 
One of the most recent �ronosals (Heberlein �t al., 1967) concurred 
the S"!)ecies !-!, • leglllI!iI!,.�EUID. R.· �J .._!J,o_�_!_ was retained as a. species and 
B_. !1aponicum and R. �ini were coMbined as the species R. japonicurn. The 
summation of classification proposals is �resented in Table 1. 
Thus, available evidence sug�ests three species vithin the genus !'..J.l���-
bium. Whether R. !1.!.�1-�lot�. is retained as a separate s�ecies or not, one 
thin� seems to be agreed u�on by most bacterial taxonomists. nhizobium seems .. -
to be composed of two major species groups: the fast growers (R. �egumin�-
sar_um) and the slow growers (R. japonicum). As reported by Norris (1957), 
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TABLE 1 
Proposed Classificatton Changes 
. CLASSIFICATIO�l ACCORDING TO 
BERGEY'S MANUAL 
FAMILY: Rhizobiaceae 
Genus: ChrO"i?\obacterium 
C. violact1m 
-
£• arnathystinum 
£• janthi.num 
£• marismortui 
Genus: Agrobaeterium 
Genus: 
A. tumt?f aciens 
A. radi.,b:!cter 
-
!_. rubi 
A. rhizo-::enes 
!· .pscutlotu�ac 
!• st�llulntu�t 
!· gypsophilae 
Rhizobiuo 
R. leguminosarum 
R. trifolii 
-
R. phaseoli 
-
!· meliloti 
!.· ja2onicum 
!· lupini 
SUMMATION OF PROPOSED 
RECLASSIFICATION 
FAMILY: Pseudomonadaceae? 
Genus: Chromobacterium 
£· viol�cewn 
£· \riolaceum 
£· lividum 
c. lividum 
-
FAMILY: Rhizobiaceae 
·Genus: Agrobacterium or Rh:b;obiunt 
Genus: 
?. radiobacter 
"f. ratliohP..cter 
?. radiobmcter 
l• radiobacter 
unknm:n1 'l 
Enterobacteriaccae 
Pseudomonns 
Rh!zobium 
!.· le8!�inosarum 
!· lepmninosai-um 
R. leguminosartJm 
-
!· meliloti 
!· Ja�onicl1n 
R. Japonicu� 
-
/ 
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11a lo�ical apnroach to the nroblem would be to eliminate all existing 
species [of Rhizobium] and then to erect new species on the ba.eis of 
slow growing and t11.st growing types .11 
Rl:!_i_ zob_� �:: ��fi� _n_os ��J� od�l��-i._<2.1! 
Interest in tbe family Rhizobiaceae lies -prima.rizy in the �enus �'!_iz_�--
bium with its ability to enter into a symbiotic relationshi� with legumes 
in �hich atmospheric nitrogen is fixed. Nitro�en fixation is of �reat 
agronomic importance because it �rovides a sup�ly of available nitrogen 
used by major commercial crons. 
Rhizobia are soil bacteria which utilize materials secreted into the 
soil by �lant roots and possib�v microor�anisms. The ability of rhizobia 
to �xist in soi.ls Cl'ln be deduced from the establishr.ient of the orgA.nisms, 
without artificial inoculation, when crops of native legumes are grown. 
The organisms have been found to cluster several cells deen A:round the 
legume root surface (Dart and Mercer, 1964) and eventually, some bacteria 
ente� the root and cause nodulation. 
The site of infecti.on by Rhi.�<?.�J� is most often the root hairs (Dixon, 
1969). The first visible indication of the infection is the elongation and 
deformation of the root hairs (Thornton and Nt�ol, 1936). This effect hns 
been attributed to the influence of indoleacetic acid (IAA) as renorte(l by 
Keff'ord et al. ( 1960) . IAA is formed within t�e be.ctP.ritun from excreted 
plant materials. AlthouP,h root hair elon�ation seems to be caused by in­
doleacetic acid there in some question as to the cause of root hair deform1-
tion (Haak. 1961;. in Dixon, 1969). 
The entrance of the bacterium into the Plant root involves a so�ening 
and breakdown of cell wall substances by indirect re�ulation ot RNA and pro­
tein synthesis. Key et al. (1967) have shovn that IAA softens cell walls. 
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Once inside, the polysaccha.ride coat of the bacterit1rn seems to induce 
the formation of an enzyme ( L, un@;gren and Fahraeus, 1959). The enzyme 
alters the metabolism of the root hairs so that normal �lant grovth sub­
stances are then used in the infection nrocess. 
After the bacteria h�ve s uccessf."ully entered the root hair they are 
enclosed in a cellulose tube called the infection thread. The infection 
thread grove through the root hair into the cortex and in some wa.y activates 
the division of cortical cells to form the nodule. 
The bacteria move to the neri�hery of the infection thread. They 
push out the surrounding membrane which then pinches in and encloses the 
bacteria in an envelope by the process of endocytosis (Dixon, 1967). 
Af'ter being enclosed in the membrane and released into the cyto9lasm 
of the host, the bacteria increase in size end may change in shape. In 
some hosts, the bacteria divide �ithin the membrnne contatner until there 
a.re as many as six in each. In others, the membrane divides with the bac­
terium so that each is enclosed sena.rately (Goodchild and Bergereen, 1966). 
At this point the bacteria underp,o a number of drastic morpholo�ical 
and nhysiolo�ical changes. These chan�es coincide vith the ability to 
fix nitrogen and, �hen no changes occur, no nitrogen is fixed. The mor"C'ho-· 
logical changes are quite bizarre 1Uld tt.t first the cells vere believed to 
be protein bod.ies called ''bacteroids'' (bacteria.-like) a term which, alt�OUP'h 
ina"?pro:oriate, is in common use today. These bacteroids are frequently club 
s haped or branched into "X11 and "Y" forms. They appear in p;reat numbers 
vi thin th� nodule and onl.v r.arely in culture media. The bacteroi d sha"Oe 
a�penrs to represent un abnormal or disrun.ted synthesis of the cell wall 
material. Since the s uoporti� comnonent of the bacterial cell wtll is e. 
layer called the mucope�tide (Salton, 1964) the bacteroid shn�e must be t3e 
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result of at least some mucopeptide change . However , if the mucopepti de 
is affected ,  it is only altered in certain nla.ces and not alo�� the entire 
length of the bacterium . Bacteria devoid of the mucope�tide layer take 
the characteristic spherical shape of a. protoylast or s�heroplas t .  
The initiation of bacteroid formation and the raµid increase i n  nitrogen 
fixation has been directly correlated (Bergersen . 1957).  Since the extraction 
of bacteroids from the nodule leaves them unable to fix nitrogen i t  seems 
likely that the process is a joint effort between the host and the patho�ens . 
·However , 1 t has been sneculated that nitrogen fixation is set in rnoti on by 
the plant alone in an effort to isolate o.nd destroy the invading rhizobio. 
( Jordan , 1962) . 
Concurrent "�th morphological change, biochem:f. cal al tero.tions are also 
ha.ppenin� either A.S related or i ndependent events . One change is the ?rO·­
ducti on of legha.emoglobin . The amount of leghn.ernoglobin in root nodules 
has been correlated with the amount of nitrogen fixed ( Jordan, 1962) . Yocum 
( 1964) reported that legha.emoglobin is present within the membrane envelope 
surroundin� the bacterio:f.ds , thus suggesting bacterial ori gin .  Althou.�h it 
was believed that this substance was directl..v involved in nitrogen fixation, 
it has been shown by Ber�ersen and Turner ( 1968) that it is possibly on�r 
an oxygen carrier of some vast ,  COI!lj)licated process .  
Further biochemicnl changes nre seen in the cytochromes .  Some ba.cte·· 
roids contain no cytochrome a ,  a3, or o while all cytochromes are present 
:f.n fr�e·-living :forms (Armleby and Ber(.l'.ersen , 1958). Thus , drastic chafll>Ses 
in the respiratot"Y enzymes to initiate ni trogen fixation is indicated . 
The changes that take place in the bacteria duri� bacteroid trnnsfor· 
mation a.re obvi ously many since both metabolism and morphology are alterecl. 
While some of these cha.n�es have been induced or happen B!>Onta.neously in 
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culture under vl\rious conditions , the sum of all t�e changes has never been 
approached outside of the symbiotic relationship. 
Thus , a great deal is left unanswered about the nitro�en-fixi� ability 
of legume root nodules . It should be realized that a comnlete understanding 
of the process may eventually lead to non-nodule rhizobial ni trogen fixation 
in the laboratory . The economi c significance of this is ove?"•helming. Al-
though impractical at present , it still represents a desirable goal worth 
scientific i n�uiry . 
Bacterial Cell Wall Structure 
-- ·- - · -· · - · · ----·------
An early dis covery tha.t there were two major categories of bacteria 
and t:iat they could be identi :fied by di fferential stai. ni�':.' resulted from 
the work of Gre.m i n  1884 (in Brock ) 1961) . Thes e  two ma..j or erour-s of b a c -
teria n.re charo.cteri zed a.s being either grarn-posi tivP. or �ram-negative (no 
�rystal violet retention) . Since this time . gre�t strides have been �aoe 
to further c!rnrncteri ze the differences between these bacteria..  The know--
led�e gained from these investi �ations hns given new insi�t into the struc· 
turnl and bi ochemical processes in living things . 
To those interested in bacteri al origin, these discoveries have su°l:'·· 
sti tuted for the lack of fossil records . The bacterial cell wall, which 
is the "hardest'' of all the cellular components , i s  likely to have survi vecl 
for relatively short P,:eolop;i ce.l peri ods . Thus , ·through COf.t!:'S.ra ti ve ana. tor.w 
Fmd 'Physi ology , the bacterial t!'Lxonomi s t  has obvi ated ba.cte-ria.l pal.eontology . 
The extensive work of Cununins and Harris (1956) established the useful·-
ness or �hysiolo�ical and biocbe�ica.l criteri a i n  the t�xonomy o� bacteri�. 
Althoup� the taxonomic characters of related organismn cnn b e  1etermined by 
observinr, the structure and chem.1.co.l. constituti on of thei r  cell wall:; , there 
are no clear lines of evoluti on that can be seen from one �roun to another. 
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The most interesting feature of biochemi cal studies has been the 
discovery or several structures which are unique to the bacterial cell 
w·all. The isolation and identification of comnounds such as murami. c acid .  
N-acetylglucosami ne , and teichoic acid can now be used i n  defining bacteriftl. 
cells and a related grou� , the blue-green algae . 
From the following dis cussion of the l ayers and chemi cal composition 
of the bacterial cell wall it should be a-pparent that the task of deter-· 
mining bacterial species by chemical a.ne.lyBis is relatively easy .  This i s  
true because the cell w&ll layers are chemi cally the most individualistic 
com�onents of the bacterial cell . 
Excellent chemical and structural reviews on bacterial cell wnlls are 
9resented by Salton ( 1964) and Ro&r;ers and Perkins ( 1968 ) .  A brief outline 
of the main COmt'Onents or the cell vall is discussed here to clarify subs e·· 
quent descri�tions of these structures . 
The com:!)onent chiefly responsible for the strength of the cell wall 
has been called mucope�tide , murei n ,  murein sacculus , rip:id layer , and 
glyeopeptide . It i s  absent from only a few halob3cteri� and from bacterial 
protoplasts. some sphereoplas ts and L formA . Otherwise it is found in all 
bacteri a so far studi ed. It torms a relatively small portion , 5-10% of the 
cell wall i n  gram-negetive bacteria (Salton, 1964) and often a much larger 
proportion, 80--90% , in grA.m-positive bacteri.a (Rogers e.nd Perkins , 1968) . 
In addition to the muco�ptide, the walls of �ram-negative bacteria 
usually contain layers of protein, lipids , liponroteins , and li})opoly·­
saccharide . The li::>0nolysaccharide chemistry has been extensively reviewed 
by Horecker ( 1966) .  
In contrast , gram-positive genera shCN various quantities of non-murein 
components in their cell walls . These may inclu�e the teichoic acids and 
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polysaccharides whi c:1 have antip;enic nroperties . Al though Sal ton and Jlorne 
(1951) re?or tE:d that cell walls of gr8l!l-J>09 itives contain no prot ein , i t  i•1. ;.y 
be more prevalent in the cell wall than previously believed , since wall an!il · 
ysiJ generally involves the use of proteol,vtic en zymes .  Another distin�uis 1ir.f 
c!laracteristic is tlle.t gram-positive bacteria contnin 11 ttle or no lipid in 
thei r  cell va.11. This di fference is discussed by Sal ton ( 1964) as the ca.us� 
of t!'le differentiP.l G:-a.m stai n .  
Although the bacterial ceJ.l wall gives mecha.nical s trcn�th to the orP;!mi s m ,  
'better enabling i t  to withstand high osmoti c  -pressures , j, t  i s  by no rnenns in·Us·· 
pens able for the biological and biochemi cal continuity of the cell . A rec·::r:t 
nubli cation by Guze ( 19G7) i llus trate!3 the extent to w!li ch microorganisns c1-u: 
tolerate a decrea.s'! or loss in cell wall st?'ucture . A s tnblc exi ste::ice wi t}wut 
certain components of the cell wall is recogni zed in a lar�e number of bacteria 
at the preBent time . Under conditions of only partial loss of the cell wal l ,  
the bacterial cell has been knovn to revert to t�e normal form. P.oweve!' .. bac · 
teria. devoid of their whole wall have not been renorted to revert ( Guze , 1967 ) . 
•1rnus , possessi on of the cell wall is not an absolute req_uirement for bacter lal 
survival . 
As to the bi ochemi c al functions that mA.y be an i ntegral part of the cell 
wall , little can be added .  The continued 9urviva.l due to biochemical acti vit i. es 
of protor>lasts makes i t  unlikely that the wall itself plays a m.a.,1or role i:! l.i.o­
chemical processes of eram-posi ti ves . However , the great complexi ty ant1 the 
loc&.liza.tion of enzymes (Strominger , in Cunsalus and Rtanier , 1962 ) , chrorr.ato � 
-phores ( Gunsalus and Stanier, 1960) , and lipids (Horecker ,  1966) in the cell 
vall of gram-negative bacteri a suggests bi ochemi cal func ti on . 
In conclusion, the bacterial cell wall is obviousl�,r res�onsible for 
the sha.pe and morpho lop;ical characteri stics of the cell. Its involvement 
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in the Grw. stain reaction is defini te , since bacterial protopl.'lS ts devoi<l 
of cell wa.11 , are gre.m-nega.tive (Gerhardt �t .�l , 1956) . Furthermore , the 
'Oreaence of certain components i-:1 the \l'all also governs the sensi ti vi ty of 
the bacterium to bacterio-phages and en zylllE's (Stocker , 1955) . However� all 
of these nroperties are related more to the chemistry and structure of the 
wall rather than to its bi ochemical function. 
Generally , the functional status of the bacterial cell wall seems to 
be essentially that of a ri�id frrunework .• sup°!)ortin,q; on<l ;>rotectini; the 
·biochemically active parts of the cell. Hm<ever ,  present studies with 
bacteria such as Rh!.�gE._l_\lE. seem to indicate that this is not universally 
true . That biochemical function may be associated with the cell wall in 
these bacteria as well as in other gr8.11 ·-negat1 ves seems reasonable . 
The functions of the cell wall are attributable to certain cell wall 
layers and their chemi cal components . If one could start on the inside 
of a. P,raro-negative bacteri al cell wnll and work outward , he would nass 
through a series of layers .  From the inside out they would be the �uco­
pe�tide , protein ,  lipopolysaccharide, and lipoprotein . Although gra.m­
positive bacterial walls differ from this arrangement , the author will use 
this path as a guide for discussing the chemi cal s tructure of both gra.ra­
negative$ and gram-positives . 
In most species of bacteria studied to date the mucopeptide consists 
of polysacd1uide chains of alternating residues of two amino sugars . 
N--acetylglucos a.'!line ( AcGN) and N-acetylmurarnic acid (Ad�'\) are joined 
by B-1,4 bonds just a.a are glucose resi dues in cellulose (Rogers , 1970) . 
i:t.'his is considered the "backbone'1 of the mucopeptide 183'"er ( Figure 1) . 
The polysaccharides �re joined by chains of rather short peptides coGsistir.� 
of a limited �wrmer of amino acids varyin� a.men� the different snecies 
of bacteria. The arni. no acids alwf\VS consist of D--�luto.mi c nc id and 
D-alani ne with freque nt occurrences of L-alanine and either L-lysine or 
meso-dia.rninopimelic acid ( D.AP ) . Accordin� to the amino acids and JJ nkages 
oresen t ,  five �oups of muco�eptides have been recor.:nized by Ghuysen ( 1960 ) . 
She re�orts that three of these five are the �eptide subunits fou.�d in most 
bacterial mucopentid.es ( F��re 2L The first amino ac�d resi due of the 
subunit i s  al�ay� attaoh�d by its N-termi nal end to the carbox.vlic acid 
residue of mura.mi c aci1. 
Stren�th is added to the complex b�r cross-link�es between pept i de 
subu:iits called bridges . Almost all bri d�es known are extended b�tween 
the second 81!lino �roup of L-lysine or DAP of one pe�tide subunit to the 
carboxyl group of D-alanine of a second subunit . However ,  according to 
the species , h.ridges vary in chemical com�osition. Some bridges are direct 
pe�tide bonds between the subunits , wherea3 others are composed of severa l 
other amino acid units . 
In gram-negatives , brid�es can extend between adjacent peptide subuni ts 
from the same amino su�ar backbone to pe�tide subunits o f  other backbones 
( Fi gure 3) . These many links ado strenp;th and rigidity to the muconeptide . 
In c ontrast , gram-?ositive bacteria can bridge adjacent subunits of 
the Slk�e backbone molecule but do not dire ctly lin� pe�tides of othe� back­
bones .  Instead , adjacent backbone complexes link to a common subs tance 
cal le d teichoic ac id (Figure 4) . Tiro types of teichoic acids are knowr. . 
One i s  composed of pol.yglycero-phos"?hate 0'-g�rcerol ) and the other of poly·­
ribi tolphosphate (P-ribitol) . In addi ti on � a variety of other sugars and 
amino acids are substi tuents . These comnounds are confined to grwn-positive 
ba cteria .  
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PE PT I DE SUBU N \T S  
GRAM-NEGATIVE .MUCOPEPTIDE BmIDLlllG 
FIGURE 3 
(:, N- acetylglucosamine 
f\J1 N- acetylmuramic acid 
R-®-R P- ribitol ( teichoic acid) 
FIGURE 4 
GRAM-POSITIVE MUCOPEPTIDE BONDING 
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It is interestin� to note that both D and L forms of amino acids a.re 
used by the cell wall biosynthetic mechanisms . T'nis is rs.re , since most 
life forms use only the L a."llino acid isomer.. 
Since the mucopeptide is the sup�orting layer for the bacterial cell 
wall , it is the breakdown of this layer that causes the cells to burst or 
lyse i n  hypotonic solution or to form protoplasts or spheropla.sts in iso­
tonic solution. Natural or spontaneous de�radation ( autolysi s )  of the muco­
'Peptide seems to ha"Ppen a.a the cell ages . Autolysis can be accelerated by 
· ·using a variety of bacteriolytic enzymes (heterolysis) . '!he pri nciple enzyme 
used in conjunction vi th the mucopentide is lysozyme . Iqaoeyme has been 
thoroughzy studied and its speci fic action upon the mucopeptides of bacterial 
cell valls is well established . Lysozyme has been shown by Phillips (1966) 
to break the linkages between the carbon one of N-acetylglucosamine end the 
carbon four of N-acetylmurami c aci d .  Althou�h most gra.m-posi tives are sensi·­
ti ve to lysozyme , gram-negatives are usunll,y resistant and require special 
pretreatment to render them sus ce"Ptible to the enzyme . Jifost reseA.rchers 
agree that this is correlated with the lipid end protein content in such 
layers as the lipoprotein and lipopolysac cha.ri de . These layers mey act as 
a protective cover tor the underliniUR mucopeptide (Grule and Hartsell, 1957) . 
Electron microscopy of gram-TloBitive bacteria reveals one fairly homo·· 
geneous , dense layer , D ,  (Salton , 1964). In contrast , the cell wall of 11 
gram--nega.ti ve bacterium shows tvo electron-dense layers . Digestion wi t.lt 
1.vsozyme removes part or all of the inner dense layer . D, su�gesting th'lt 
it is the site of the mucope;>tide ( Murray �t !1-1, 1965 ) .  Immediately out­
side the mucopentide layer is a wide , electron-opaque layer followad by 
another dense layer, CWM (Figure 5) . 
GRAM - NEGAT IVE 
CWM 
D 
U M  
GRAM - POSIT lVE 
D 
U M  
FIG. 5. 
THE BACTERIAL CELL WALL AS SEEN IN ELECTRmt MICROGRAPHS 
(as report�d by Glauert and Thornley, 1969) 
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Little is visible in the "space:' betveen the two electron-dense layer3 , 
although de Petris (1965;1967) has described !?;lobular structures which cor-­
respond to the protein granules described by Weidel �! �l , ( 191)0 ) . Treattr.e!lt 
of this layer with nroteolytic enzymes removes the �rotein granula vhich 
results in a vi der electron-opaque layer , suggestin� th�t the �ranula �ro­
vide a cohesive link between ��e two electron-dense areas . 
Chemi cl\l analyses of these globular �roteins reveal a full range of 
wnino acids present (Salton , 1964 ) .  Researchers s�eculate ( Rogers , 1968) 
-that this protein l�er consists of enzymes which perform vital cell wall 
functions since partial breakdown of the surrounding layers ca.uses a "lea.?..ing 
out" of this protein ma.terial ( Rogers , 1968) . If i t  were structural protein, 
1 t probably would be more s table . 
Also found in the space between the two electron-dense layers is li�o­
polysa.ccharide . These comr,>lex macromolecules are res�onsible for many of 
the biologi cal properties of the cell surface . They apnear to be O antigen 
determi nants , bacteriophage receptor sites , and a.re endotoxi c .  
When isolated . the lipopolys accharide is composed of a poly'saccharide 
linked covalently to a glucosamine-conta1.ning lipid called rJi-pid A .  Lini.d 
A contains N-acetyl�lucosa.mine , phosphate � and fa.tty acia. residues . A 
structure for Lipid A has been nroposed by Burton and Carter ( 1964) . 
The polysaccharide moiety of the lipopol�rsaccharide is composed of a. 
non-anti�enic backbone , a. 11core11 , and nn anti p:enic s-ide group . The backbone 
of the polysa.ccharide is coinposed of alternntinp: molecules of or�R.nic phos­
phate and a heptose sugar . The link between the polysaccharide backbone and 
Lipid A is a complex 8-carbon sugar . 
The core of the pol.ysa.ccharide consists of two glucose resid'iles , �·ro 
galactose residues , and one N-acetylglucosamine for every hepto3e residue 
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in the backbone . The anti�enic portion i s  com�osed of re;>ea.ting uni ts 
of l!ala.ctose , rhamnose ,  mannose , and abequose and is attached to the 
N-acetylglucosamine of the core . 
Thus , the lipopolysaccharide of gram-negative bacteria may contain 
as many as fourteen d.i f:ferent structural components and carry several dif­
ferent antigenic deterr.rl.nants . Although quite a lot i s  known about the 
chemical composition of li'J?O'!X>lysacchari des , 11 ttle is known about their 
anatomi cal status i n  the bacterial cell va.11 other than they are surface 
·antigens . 
Although polysaccharides are known to exist within the homogenous 
gram-positive cell vall, work on this e.spect has been only touched upon 
since i solation techniq_ues have yet to b e  perfected .  Uovever, work by 
Cummins and Harris (1959) has shown the nresence or these monosaccharides : 
glucose , galatose , ma.nnose , rhamnose , are.bi nose , and 6-Deoxytalos e .  
The outer electron-dense layer o f  the cell val1 of �ram-negatives is 
the cell wall membrane , CWM ( Fi�re 5) . Although Clarke and Lilly ( 1962) 
sug�ested that this outer membrane be termed a unit membrane . GM, ( as i s  
the i nner membr11ne ) , Sal ton ( 1961� ) prefers t o  call thia ln.yer a comnound 
membrane because or its distinguishing characteristics . Electron micro­
s copy of the compound rnembra.ne suggests snherical macromolecules (Salton, 
1964) vhich have not been seen in the underlinin� plasma merubrr.tne . 1"'ro::1 
observations presented (Gle uert and Thornley , 1969 ) , there is reason to 
believe that there a.re differences i n  the· construction and chemice.l compo­
sition of the out.er and inner membranes of g:rani--ne�ati ve bacteria. .  ('n the 
other hand, Clarke and Lilly ( 1962) have suggested th6.t the surface layers 
of �rF..m-ne3ati ve ba�teriA. consi3t of two unit .membranes , eac� vi th the 
structure nrotein··li pid·-lipid-·polys accha.ride , with a muconeT,>tide between 
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them. This hypothes i s  seew$ reasonable and structural ly feasible . Hm;ever , 
that this is true for all �ram-ne�atives is obvious�v too genere.li zed. 
In any bacterial cell wall stud�r there :ias evolved a sta.ndA.rtl 3equenc0 
of events th!lt a researcher :follovs . Each sten 1.n this sequence mus t b e  
extens ively covered s i nce one step l s  used to define the r.iroceding step . 
Cell VRll studies begin with autolysis , t11e l:rsis of a bacterial cul turc� 
by materials within the culture . Autolytic studies generally involve the 
observati on of cells suspended i n  a. numb er o� rnt?nstrua.. /m understandint-� 
. .  of autolysis is needeJ. to define heterolys is . th e lysis of the cell by ex­
ternal materials . As heterolysis studies proceed) the researcher is able 
to ascertain what portion of the J.ysi s  is attributable to autolysis . P.eter­
olysis then involves observations of the cells in known lytic materials . 
The sta.�d:.u-d sequence continues with qualitative cell wall analysi s .  
The analysis ca.n be conducted with paper chromoto_p:ra!lhY, �as chrol!)oto�raphy , 
electrophoresi s ,  or with a number of other analytical techniques . 
After a thorough quail ta.tive analysi s  to determi ne -.rhat is nresen t in 
the cell val l ,  a quantitative analysis natural ly follows . Tne methods o f  
. nno..lysis di f f  er with the rna.teriR.l to be tested . 
Fi nally , cell wall studies are concluded ,.,i th analysis inte�rated vitl1 
autolysis and heterolys is . After a cell has lyse d ,  i t  is analy zed to deter·­
roine the chemical alteration resultin� from this action. 
Thus . this research is the first step in a long sequence of events 
leading finall:, to the cha.racteri zstion of the cell wR.lls of the P.hi �obi aceae . 
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MATE�IALS Alm '1E'l'HODS 
oacteri al Cultures 
- -----· ---------
Bacterial s trains used were selected rrom the family Fhi zobiaceae . 
Selection va.s based upon representation of all �enera with narticular 
attention given to tl1e p;erms _Rhf. zob!_��· 
A total of six snecies was used. 'From Mropacteri ill'.! and Chr_q_J;]2bR.c_ -
!-_�_�i_�, type snecies were chosen . Fro� ]1hi zol?_i um ,  four cultures were 
selected representing ., fn.st and· slow grovers !• and li�ht and heavy capsule 
production . The sources and characteristics of these cultures are dis-
cussed in Appendix A.  
'1eneral 
'11M sware 
All glassvrn.re was thoroughly washed i n  detergent , followed by rinsing 
in de-ioni zed water . S9ectronhotornetric tubes "ere simi larly rrocesse<l 
including a final distilled water rinse . 
Sterilization 
---·· ... - ··- .. ... ... .  _ _  
All sterilized materials were autoclaved in a Castle autoclave s.t 15 ps"t 
for 20 r.rl nu tes . 
R�agents ( Appendix 3 )  were prepared in distilled water . Fresh reagents 
were prepared for eRch experiment. All but the degradable re�ents were 
sterili zed by autoclavin � .  
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Centrifupation i:.ras in n Sorvall l1k>del SS-li , Manual Suy.ierspeed Centrifuge 
at ambient tem!'eratures . 
Bacterial cultures were incubated on a Nev Brunswick Scientific 0yrotory 
S!19.ker { Model S-3) or i n  a Gyrotory Water Bath Shaker ( Model G-76 ) .  All cul� 
tures were agitate1 at 140 RPM. 
Spectrophotor.tetric techniques were conducted vi th a ::3aus d1 a.nd Lomb S?ec -
troni c 20. An absorption spectrum was conducted using .P.h..1 zobiu.'B_ _!rif.olii:_ ir. 
DHYE broth against a DMYE blank . It va.s determined that 440 run showed the 
�ea test absorntior. w:1ile still remaining within the greatest sensi ti vi t:r of 
the instrument . All spectro:>hotornetric reaclings wer.e made a.t this wavelengt":l . 
Standard Growth 
Stock cultures were kept on D�J.YE a.gar s lants ( Appendix !3) in screwcan 
tubes e.t 4-8C. workirur. stocks were transferred each month , with the old 
working stocks helt' in reserve . 
A loop full of the slant stock culture •.ras 8.3eptice.lly transferred. into 
50 ml of DMYE brot� ( Appendix B)  in a 250 ml Erlenmeyer flask . The cultures 
were allowed to i;;row until s tationary phas e ,  which was predicted initi o.lly b:r 
F .  Davidson (�ersonal colTII!lunication) . Fast gravi ng cultures were predicted 
to reach stati onary phase in 1 days and slow gr��ers i n  7 days . 
'l\ro ml of the st'.ltione.ry ;'.'ha.se cultures was asepti cally pi"?etted into n 
750 :nl s:>ectrophotometric flask containin� 100 ml of D�..ffS brot�. The flask W"l.S 
i ncubated at 30C at 140 RP'.f in the Gyrotory Water Ea.th Shaker . Absor-ption nt 
4h0 nm was recorcled and plotted agai nst time to produce standard growth cnrves 
( P'i gure (;) . 
Agrobacterium tumefaciens 
Chromobacterium violaceum 
Rhizobium phaseoli 
· FIGur� 6 · 
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Standard Cell Preparation 
Cultures were ffrOVIl accordinp. to standard growth �rocedures . Growth 
phases were determined for log phase cells and stationary �ha.se cells by 
reference to the sto.ndnrd grovth curves and S'!lectrophotometric readings . 
Log and stationary -phases for each culture are defined in Table 2 .  
Tnirty ml of the culture at the desired grO'#th nhase was ase�tically 
pipetted into each of three steri le, plastic .  scre•'7cap centrifuge tub�s . 
T!'le centrifu�e vas balanced �d run a.t 10,000 to 15 , 000 RPM ( culture denend-
ent) for 10 minutes . The SU"!)ernatant vas dis carded end the pellet was 
resuspended in sterile distilled �rater ( p!l ca.. 7 . 2 )  W'ith the volume of 
sterile distilled water ad.1usted so that an ei�ht-fold dilution of the 
cell suspension would result in an optical density of 0 . 4  to 0 . 6 .  Using 
a Vortex Junior , the cells were agi tn.ted for 1 0  seconds to insure a. homo-· 
geneous mixture. Again the cells were centrifuged at 10,00� to 15 ,000 
RPM for 10 minutes and the supernatant discarded . The pellet was t�en 
resuspende.d at the same concentration in a buffer or distilled water . 
Each experiment be�an vhen 0 .  5 ml of the concentr.R.ted cell suspen--
. . 
sion va.s asepti ca.lly nipetted into 3 .  5 ml of the exnerlmente.l s olution. 
Snectrophotometric readings were made at 4�0 ID!\ a.t "?res cribed times ( vary·-
ing with experiments ) .  
St�tistic�l J\I},A.lysis 
Btatisti cal an�lysis was conducted with th� aid o!' the EA.9tern Illinois 
University Com-puter Services usinv au IBM 360 ( �-0del 50) Computer . '.(he pro·-
�ram vas the Analysis of Variance for Factorial Designed Experiments, revi sed 
3eptember 12 , 1969 , by Health Sciences Conruting Facility , UCLA . 
Cultures 
Agrobacterium 
tumef aciens 
Chrornobacterium 
violaceum 
Rhizobium 
phaseoli 
Rhizobium 
trifolii 
Rhizobium 
lupini 
Rhizobium 
japonicum 
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TABLE 2 
LOG AND STATIONARY PHASE DEFINED 
LOG 
Absorbance time 
o.s · 5 hrs� 
o.s 1 1  hrs. 
o.4 17 hrs. 
0.4 25 hrs. 
o.4 25-30 hrs. 
o.4 25-30 hrs. 
STATIONARY 
Absorbance time · 
1 . 4  1 4  hrs. 
1 . 2  25 hrs. 
o. 9 36 hrs. 
0. 75 40 hrs. 
1 � 4  70-80 hrs. 
1 . 4  70-80 hrs. 
Photomi cro�raphr 
Photomicrography was conducted with a Bausch and Lomb Flat Field Phase 
Contrast Microscope . 'lhe camera was an Exak.ta ,  3 5  mm with through the lens 
viewing . 
Kodak , Prula.tomic-X film ( ASA-25) was used . The slov film speed called 
for long exposures due to the lack of strong light while usi�� phase contrast 
annuli . Most cultures were photographed from stock DMYE agar s lants . Only 
9]._!'_om<?_�_!l:�t�_ri � !_i ��-9� was nhotogrn.phed from both broth and agar to show 
· the drastic morpholoeical changes characteristi c of this strain.  
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RESULTS 
Introduction 
The experimental as!)ect of this thesis consists of' six studies . Each 
study tested the lytic effects of a.gents on each of the six stock cultures . 
C:ach study is discussed separately . d.escribin.<! deviations from t!'le stand.arri 
methods , ana�ysis of data, results end discussion . 
Autolysis in Spent Growth •-tedia 
- - -· ------·-- --------
Cultures were grmm by standard erowth proceC.ures e..nd allm1ed to r t�R.ch 
stationar:r phas e .  Four nil of each culture was aseptically �ipetted into 
duplicate snectrophotometri c tubes a.t each eXT.>eri mental temperature . The 
temperatures were 3 ,  12,  20 , 30 , 37 , and 52C . Cultures were vortexed and 
read for loss in absorbance in the Spectronic 20 , blanked with a ster.ile 
DMYE broth tube.  Readings and microscopic observations were made every 12 
hours for four days . 
The experiment resulted in no observed auto�vsis for any culture at 
any temperature . From these results it was concluded that little or no 
..._. � .. , _ ,.._,, 
autolysis could be attributed to the �rmrth medium ( DMYE broth ) .  
Autolysis ·i n Saline 
Cultures ..,,ere grown c.ccordine; to standard �rowth nrocedures .  Th.? dP.·· 
sired growth phase was reached. by reference to the standard r,rowth curves . 
I n  order to statistically analyze the data for Autolysis in Saline,  du�li-
cate tubes were needed . This necessitated the elimination of one or more 
of the V3.ri ables . Consen,uently the experiment was run usi n� lorr, �hase cells 
only . Ce lJ. :rn!:l!)en<:J5.ons were ;ire-par�d b�; the standard method. 41.'he ex!"eri­
ment began ( time zero) �.rhe n  0. 5 ml of a concentrated cell SU3"['lension was 
reauspendoo 1 n duplice.te spectror.>hotorretric tubes containing 3 .  5 ml of ei tber 
distillP.d water , 0 . 5% ,  l . J � ,  2 .0� , or 10.0% snline ( NaCl) , all at pH 7. ? .  
Loos in absorbance was measured in t:ie 81'.)ectronic 20 a.t 440 nm . The 3 hour 
and 24 hour reail.ings were selected to renresent the res,1lts of the ex:->eri-· 
ment . lbe loss in abGorbance was converted to percent autolysis i n  saline 
which is presented in Appendix C .  
Percent autolysis (Ap�endix C )  w�s statis tically anRly zcd by computer 
and the results are given in Tab le 3 .  All treatme nts and most firs t ,  second , 
and third order treatrr.e11t interncti ons '.1ere sip;nifi cant at the 5% level . 
In other words , most sources or variation had s ome affect o n  autol�rsis . 
However ,  the aut�or -.. 111 compare the plaeni tudE}_ o! the conmuted !"-values 
in order to arrive at some generali zatl. ons about the et'fects of the \�ari · 
ab les . furthermore > this author will continue this nra.cti ce i n  subsequant 
analyses. 
All individual treatments caused significant autolysis. Tenrperat11re 
differences ( S ource 1) , as expected , erf�cted differences in autolysis. T.1e 
figures in Appendix C demonstrate that higher temperature caused an increase 
in autolysi s .  This could b e  due to a disruption of' the delicate balance bE:­
tween anabolic and cata.bolic cell wall synthetic enz:rmes (8tror.t1n�er , in 
Gunsalus and Stanier , 1962) . If degradative enzymes had a hi gher tem:nerature 
optimurnr they would continue to operate while the e nzymes responsible for 
synthetic activities were i nactive . 
Saline concentration ( Source 2 )  also arpeara to �reatly affect �utolysis . 
All cultures eX-�ihited a marked increa.qe in autolysis at hi�her saline con­
centrations ( Appendix C ) .  I t  could b e  speculated that the sodium i o n  exchan3es 
TABLE 3 
AUTOLYSIS IN SALINE : ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
a. SOURCE OF VARIATION: b.  F·VALUES CALCULATED BY: 
1. TEMPERATURE 
20C VARIATION MEAN sguA..�E 
30C REPLICATE MEAN SQUARE 
40C 
2 .  SALINE CONCENTRATION 
o • .  07a (�ontrol) 
0. 5'7. 
1. 07. 
2.  0'7. . 
10.0% 
3. CULTUilES (Appendix A) 
Stock cultures rts. NOT SIGNIFICANT AT 51. LEVEL 
4.  TIME 
3 hours 
2'• hours 
. 12. FIRST ORDER INTERACTION 
Temperature with Saline 
123. SECOND ORDER INTERACTION 
Etc. 
w 
\0 
TABLE 3. 
AUTOLYSIS IN SALINE : ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE4 DEGREES C1F SUMS OF MEAN 
FREEDOM . SQUA.�ES SQUJllES 
r -
-
2 3527.46 1763.73 
2 4 14216 . 01 3554 . 00 
3 5 20676.41  4135.28 
4 1 5561.69 5561.69 
12 8 1201.48 150. 18 
13 10 702. 93 70. 29 
14 2 26. 33 13.16  
23 20 8009 . 06 400.45 
24 4 1483.62 370. 91 
34 5 1558.'•8 311 . 70 
123 . 40 1552. 13 38. 80 
124 8 265.23 33. 15 
134 10 1181 . 15 1 1 8 . 1 1  
234 20 848.29 42 .41 
1234 40 1225.32 30.63 
Replicates 180 1496.50 8 .31  
r.b 
212 . 24 
:·427. 68 
497 . 63 
669.28 
18.07 
8.46 
1 . 5 8  ns 
48. 19 
4l� . 63 
37. 51 
4 . 67 
3 . 99 
14. 2 1  
5 . 1 0  
3 . 69 
TABULATED F-VALUES 
57. LEVEL 
3 . 07 
2 . 45 
2 . 29 
3.92  
2 . 02 
1 .  9 1  
3 . 07 
1 . 66 
2 .45 . 
2 . 29 
1 . 50 
2 . 20 
1 . 91 
1 . 66 
1 . 50 
+:-
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with di val.ent cations responsible for the integrity of the cell wall , thus 
directly blocking salt bridges between mucopentides and/or other cell wall 
components . This h�s been demonstrated repeatedly i n  ¥.:Scheri�hia c-��� by 
experiments using EDTA ( a known divalent cation chelator ) whic..� causes nn 
increase i n  autolysis ( Noller and Hartsell, 1961 ) . Furthermore , i t  is nos­
sible th�t the NaCl causes selective denaturation of enzymes resulting in 
a. condition similar to those attributed to increased temperature . Still 
a�ain,  it might be that an increase in sodium and/or chloride ions causes 
· a. stripping away of some of the cell wall surface layers allowing greater 
exposure to the underlinin� mucofleptide , which has final control over 
a.utolysis . 
As was e:xpected, the six different cultures ( Source 3) showed individ­
ualistic responses to the other variables . This undoubtedly is due to either 
a qualitative or quantitative di fference in their cell wall structure . A 
thick.er , more rigid cell wall would be ex-pected to a.utolyze more slowly . 
Also,  variation in composition of the cell walls of the cultures m�y re�late 
the rate of autolysis . 
Time (Source 4) ex�ibited, as eX)")ected , �reater �utolysis vith the 
greater amount of ex:oerimental exposure time .  
The first order interaction , temperature vs cultures ( Source l ,3 )  de­
monstrates the variation between cultures ca.used by temperature di fferences 
even thoug.11 all cultures !lave the same ap'!'roximate o�timwn r.:rowth range of 
25-30C. A significant saline concentration vn culture interaction ( Source 
2 , 3) su�gests still more va.r:!.'ition betveen cultures . 
Little autolysis was recorded for distilled water ( 0 . 0% saline , i n  
A�nendix C) . As a result of this findin�, distilled water was used as the 
cell wash solution in standard cell prepa.rations for subsequent experiments � 
�'!.�ol:J._sis 
__ 
i_1!, Bu�!_�� 
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Cultures were .�ro�m accordin,c;r, to s tandar1 ivowth procedures . .!)es ired 
grovt� phases were reached by reference to t�v� standard growth curve3 . Cell 
sus�ensions were ?repared by the stand ard met�cd . The experi ment be{"a.n ( zero 
�our) when 0 .  5 ml of a concentrated cell susr'ension at each growth oha.se was 
res us-pended in dunlica.te s-;.>cc trouhotornetri c t'.J1J �S contl.\i nin'3 3 .  � n:�. 0 ".'  one 
of three buffers � t1c ilvane ' s  ci tri c ncid n!los'!1ha.-+;e; Sorensen ' s  n>iosn�rn.te� 
ti.r.d Gomori ' s  tris malate ( !)iem, 19�2 ) .  All buf�ers were prepared �-t nH 7 -� 
o.ccording to infornation i n  .�:pr>end.i x 3 .  J:lupli cat� snectronhot.)metri c tubes 
o� log a.nd s ta ti onary nhase cells i n  the thr�e buffers were 1 ncubi:i.ter1 at 20 , 
30 , an<l liOC.  Los s i n  absorbance was mea.nurec1 in a S-rectroni c 20 a.t Ll;') nm 
ut 1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  L ,  5 ,  2 4 ,  and 48 hours from zero t:'!11c .  The 3 and 2l� -hour r�a.d:i.nr:s 
were selected to re!lresent the results of the exneriment . Loss i n  a'br: ;o�ban�e 
was converted to percent autolysi s  i r.  buffers and is 11resented ir. J\".)'l')end.ix C .  
Perce�t autolysis ( ADnenC.ix C) was s tatistica.J.ly· analyzed. by c0m�uter 
and. t!1c results a.re given in Table u .  Al.r.ios t all sources of v-s.ri 'ltion were 
sie-ni fi cant at the 5"! level . Al t�ough gro-.tth nhases ( Source 1)  shm-'ed �ip;ni 
fl cant variati on , the computed F'-vo.lue was the least si 1?;?11 t'i ca.nt when com:nare-tl 
to the other sources of variati on. Be ca.use of this , and the grent nu.rnher of 
va:?"iables in subsequent experir.tents , stati onary phase cult ures were r:!liud n�ted . 
What 11 ttle growth �hase vari ation that was observed w�s nrobably due to a 
zlow1.ng of anabolic activities i n  stationary nhaoe due to the nre<>e�1cP. of 
some inhibitin� materials released by the cultures during p;rowth . Thus , 
cataboli c  activities occurred unbalA.nced and caused �renter e.utolysi '.1 .  
Buffer variation (Source :? ) very sii:r,ni fi ca:ntly affected a.ntolys i s .  
'lhen column a.verages for both lo� and s tati onary phase were comnil!:d ( frorr. 
Appendix C) , Mci lvane ' s buffer aver&!;eC. 25� A.utol:rsi s /test � !'ollowe<l by 
TABLE 4 
AUTOLYSIS IN BUFFERS: ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE· 
a. SOURCE OF VARIATION: 
I 
1'. F-VALUES CALCULATED BY: 
l .  GROWTH PHASE 
Log phase VARIATION MEAN sguARE 
Stationary phase REPLICATE MEAN SQUARE 
2. BUFFERS (Appendix B) 
Sorensen ' s 
Mcilvaine 's 
Gomori ' s  
3 .  TEMPERATURE 
20C 
30C 
'•CC ns. NOT SIGNIFICANT AT 5'1. LEVEL 
4. CULTURES (Appendix A) 
Stock cultures 
5. TIME 
3 hours 
24 hours 
12. FIRST ORDER IMTERACttON 
Growth phase with buffer 
123. SECOND ORDER INTERACTION 
Etc. 
.:=­
w 
TABLE 4 
' 
AUTOLYSIS IN BUFFERS: AHALYSIS rH VARIANCE 
SOU&CE8 DEGREES OF SUMS OF MEAN rb TABULATED F·VALUES 
FREEDOM SQUARES SQUARES 51. LEVEL '· 
l l 581'.00 581.00 36.20 3 . 84 
2 2 11531.99 5765.99 359.25 3 . 00 
3 2 2873.22 1436.86 89.52 3 . 00 
4 5 28812.83 5762.57 359 . 04  2. 21 
5 1 10910.01 10910.01 679. 75 3. 81+ 
12 2 133.58 66.79 4 . 16 3 . 00 
13 2 152.30 7 6 . 15 4 .  71+ 3 . 00 
14 5 1�35 . 54  387 . 11 24.12 2 . 21 
15 1 411+. 27 414.27 25.81 3 . 84 
23 4 1151. 37 287 . 84 17.93 2 . 37 
24 10 1966.27 196. 63 12.25 1 . 83 
25 2 994.88 497.44 30.99 3 . 00 
34 10 1463.71 146.37 9 . 11 1 . 83 
35 2 358.23 179 . 1 1  1 1 . 15 3 . 00 
45 5 3471. 57 69l • •  31 43.25 2 . 21 
123 4 271.66 6 7 . 9 1  4 . 23 2. 37 
124 10 2549. 9 3  254.99 15. 88 . 1 . 83 
125 2 47.00 23.50 · 1 . 46 ns 3 . 00 . 
134 10 1092.22 109 . 22 6 . SO 1 . 83 
135 2 92.23 46.12 2 . 87 3 . 00 
145 5 1011. 39 202.28 12.60 ·2 . 2 1  
234 20 2230.38 1 1 1 . 52 6.94 1 . 57 
235 4 246. 58 6 1 . 64 3 . 84 2 . 37 · 
245 10 2226.25 222.62 1 3 . 87 1 . 83 
345 10 652. 74 65.27 4 . 06 1 . 83 
1234 20 2060. 1 8  103.01 6.61 1 . 57 
1235 4 270.35 67.58 4 . 21 2. 37 
1245 1 0  1515.61 151.56 9 . 44 1 . 83 
1345 1 0  361.32 36. 13 2 . 25 1 . 83 
2345 20 1590. 8 1  79.54 4.95 1 . 57 � 
12345 20 1059. 00 52.95 3 . 29 1 . 57 
� 
Replicates 216 3467.50 16.05 
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Sorensen ' s  buffer average of 20% autolysis/tes t , and fin�lly Gomori ' s  buffer 
average of 12� autolysis /test . Both �cilvane ' s  and Sorensen ' s  are �hosnhate 
containing buffers . Phosphate is known to readily form ins oluble co�plexes 
with divalent cations . Thus , higher autolysis was expected s i nce salt brid�es 
could be disrunted in the cell wall . The higher average autolysia i n  Mcilve..� e ' s  
could be attributed to the higher phosphate molarity and to the presence of 
citrate , a chelating n�ent .  Gomori ' s  buffer has some chelatin� ability (be­
cmrne of malei c aci:i) � however , it is substantially less than thri.t of citrate 
·(Jorgensen , 19�3) and the average auto�vsis/test reflects this fact. 
Variation in terrro �rature ( S ource 3) a�ain affected autolysi s .  Aa the 
temperature increased, greater auto�vsis was observed with the exce?tion of 
13.J:l.!.3.��i� ��!.:_i_ and �·  _ja-:J_�ni<:_�. These cultures shoved the greatest a.utolys i s  
a.t 30C rather than at l�oc. 
The tem�erature variable vas eliminated from subsequent exnerimenta 
due to its relatively lov magnitude of signi ficance and the need to eliminate 
some of the -.,rariables :for convenience and handling during testing . 
Cultures ( S ource 4 ) , a.s expected, showed signifi cant variation with 
re�o..rd to extent of autolysis .  Age.in , a cell vall di fference is indicated. 
It is in�erestin� to note the buffer vs culture interaction ( S ource 2 , 4 ) . 
Althou£!;h the F·�value is ai �ificant, i t  is not very hi�h. I t  i s . then, an 
indication that all cultures respond somewhat similarly to the buffer treat­
ments . These results s�em to be misleadin� a�parently bec�use of avera�ing 
i n  the anal:.rs is of vnriance riro�ra.rn . It can be seen i n  Apuendix C that the 
individual cultures do vary considerably . As an exe.Jn1>le , Chromobo.cterium 
yi_?lac� showed extremely 'high autol�,rsis i n  Mcilvane ' s  buffer , whereas 
:nlt_i_�g_?_i_�_ J a;p9!1_i_c:_� shO'.red very little. 
4'5 
Cultures were grO'W'Il accordine to standard �rowth procedures: Lo� phll.Se 
cells were obtained by re:rerence to the standard growth curves . Cell susnen-
sions were prepared by the standard m�thod . The ex-periment beP,�n ( zero ti�e) 
when n . 5  ml of the concentrated cell sus-p�msion va.s 11.septica.lly" resuspended 
in duplicate ST,lectrophotometric tubes containinp; 3 . 5  ml of !·fcilva!le ' s .  Soren -
sen ' s ,  and. IJomori ' s  buffers· (Append.ix B) at each or eight pH values . �e 
r-H ' s  tested vere 5 . 2 ,  5 . 6 ,  6 . 0 ,  (, , 4 , 6 . 8, 7 . 2 ,  7 . 6 ,  and 8 . o .  
Te�per�ture was ro�intnined at 30C. Loss in abeorbance was measured in 
.. x ... •t• 
a Sr>ectronic 20 at 4ho n!?l at 1 ,  3 ,  and 24 hours . The 3 and 24 -hour readin�s 
were selected to represent the results of the experiment . Loss in a.bsorbance 
wa.s converted to nercent R.utolysis as a function of pH and is t1resented in 
.�ppend.1.x C .  
Percent a.utolyAis was statisti cally" analyr.ed by the com:oute.r and the 
results a.re given in Table 5 .  Once a.gain ,  o.11 sources of variation affected 
autolysl s .  
Butfers ( Source 1 )  showed the same sort of Yari ation that vas seen in 
" A.utolyeis in Buf"·t'ers . '' Namely , a hi1:7.her a.utol,ysis in the phosnhate buffers 
(Mcilvane 1 s  and Sorensen ' s )  than in the ma.late buffer ( Gomori ' s ) . 
".'.'IH (Source 2 )  u.lso affected autolysi s .  As seen in AppenliiX C ,  greatest 
a.utolysis was near neutrality . The lea.st autolysis wfls a.t more acid p�! vnl.ues . 
This might be attributed to t�e in,:i.ctivation of' enzymes that norrnA.ll�r s.re res?c�1-
sible for nutolyti c Droceases . Lyaozyme , the enzyme resnonsible for nucopeptide 
brenkae:e has been reported to have an optimum nH of 7 .  6--7. 8 (Wriv,h t ,  1965 ) . 
The di fferent cultures ( Source 3 )  nroved to be extremely variable 'lmder 
t.'1ese experimental conditions . The culture vs nH interaction (Source 2 ,  3)  
was one of the most aip.:nificant first-order intera.cttons . 'I'his incUca.t�s th�t 
TABLE 5. 
AUTOLYSIS AS A FUNCTION OF pH: ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
(log phase cells at 30C) 
a. SOURCE OF VARIATION: 
1. BUFFERS (Appendix B) 
Sorensen's 
Mcllvaine ' s  
Gomori ' s  
2. pH 
5.2 
5 . 6  
6 . 0  
6 . 4  
6 . 8  
7 . 2  
7 . 6  
a . o  
3 .  CULTURES (Appendix A) 
S tock cultures 
4. TDm 
3 hours 
2l• hours 
12. FIRST ORDER INTERACTION 
Buf fcrs wi.th pH 
123. SECO�TJ> ORDER INTERACTION 
Etc. 
b. F·VALUES CALCULATED BY: 
VARIATION MEAN SQUARE 
REPLICATE MEAN SQUARE 
I . 
ns. NOT SIGNIFICANT AT 51. LEVEL 
.f=" 
-:i 
SOURCE4 
-
l 
2 
3 
4 
12 
13 
14 
23 
24 . 
3l� 
123 
124 
134 
234 
1234 
Replicates 
TABLE 5. 
AUTOLYSIS AS A FUNCTION OF pH: ANALYSIS OF VA.�IAMCE 
(log phs�e celln at 30C) 
· DEGREES OF SUMS OF MEAN Fb 
FREEDOM SQUARES SQUAP.ES 
2 . 4777 · '• l  2333. 71 240.31 
7 10535 • .56 1505.0S 151.l•l 
5 · 7401 9 . 66 14803. 93 .1489 . 33 
l 1660.53 1660.53 167 . 05 
14 650. liL� 1�0. l1-6 4.69 
10 2!�56.51 245.-65 21�. 71 
2 '661. 74 330.87 33.29 
35 7136.07 203.89 20.51 
7 753 . 68 1 07 . 67 10.33 
5 5501. 3'• 1100.37 110.70 
70 2968.30 42.l�O . 4 . 27 
ll?- 452.21 32.30 3 . 2 5  
10 2079 . 86 207.99 20.92 
35 1502.07 42.92 '·· 32 
70 . 2963 . 69 lr-2. 4 1  4 . 27 
2ea 2363.00 9. 91,. 
TABUIATED F ·VAL!JES 
�7. LEVEL 
3 . 00 
2. 01 
2.21 
3. 8l1o 
1 . 67 
1 . 83 
3 . 00 
1 . 1}3 
2 . 01 
2 . 21 
1 . 30 
1 . 67 . 
1 . 83 
1 . 43 
1 . 30 
� 
co 
the cultures e.xhibi t di .f.'ferent responses to variation in oH. This could 
be attributed to individualistic pH optima of their autolytic enzymes . 
��t�Jy:si s  i n  EDT� 
Cultures were grown accordinis to standard growth procedures . Lo� 
��ase cells were obtained by reference to the standard growth curves . Cell 
suspensions were nre�ared by standard methods except that 0 .  05 � pH 7 .  2 
Goruori ' s  tris buffer ( Ap�endix B )  was substituted instead of distilled 
water for the concentrated cell suspension . The exneriment be�an ( zero 
time) vhen 0 . 5  ml of the cell suspension in Gomori ' s  tris buffer was asep­
tically resuspended i n  duplicate spectrop�otometri c tubes containing 3 . 5  
ml of O . Ol , 0 .005 , O . OOl , 0 .0005 , and 0 . 0001 � EDTA in 0 . 05 !1 pH 7 . 2  Gomori 1 s  
tris buffer. Gomori ' s  tris bu�fer was used as a control . 'Ille temperature 
was maintained at 30C. Loss i n  absorbance was measured i n  a Spectronic 20 
at 440 nm at 0 .25�  0 . 5 ,  1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  and 24 hours from zero time . The 3 and 
21�-hour readings vere selected to represent the results of the experiment . 
Loss in absorbance was converted to percent autol.,,vsis and i s  -presented i n  
Appendix C .  
Percent autolysis vas statistically analyzed by COrnJluter and the results 
are given i n  Table 6 .  All sources of variation had a signifi cant effect upon 
autolysis . 
Variation i n  EDTA concentration (Source 1 )  exhibited a signifi cant 
effect on a.utolysi s ,  but not at the high levels of other sources . Therefore , 
the concentration of EI1l'A, within the bounds of this ex-periment , was sufficient 
to cause some autolysis but there was 11 ttle difference between concentrations . 
S i nce EDTA is a. stron� cald um a.nd magnesium ion chelator , it is likely that 
the EDTA i s  rernovin'?: these divalent ions from the cell wall complex, cit srupting 
s alt bridges . This makes the ae�rada.tion of the cell vall by norms.l cellular 
activities that much easier and faster . 
TABLE 6. 
AUTOLYSIS IN EDTA: ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
a. SOURCE <JF VARIATION: 
1 .  EDTA CONCENTRAnON (Appendix B) 
0. 00 M. (control) 
0.01 M. 
0. 005 M. 
0. 001 M. 
0. 0005 M. 
0. 0001 M. 
2. CULTURES (Appendix A) 
Stock cul tures 
3. TIME 
3 hours 
24 hours 
12. FIRST ORDER INTERACTION 
EDTA vith Cultures 
123. SECOND ORDER INTERACTION 
Etc. 
b. F-VALUES CALCULATED BY: 
VARIATION HEAN SQUARE 
REPLICATE MEAN SQUARE 
ns. NOT SIGNIFICANT AT St LEVEL 
Vl 
0 
SOURCE8 DEGREES OF 
FREEDOM 
l 5 
2 · 5 
3 l 
12 25 
13 5 
23 5 
123 25 
Replicates 72 
TABLE 6. 
AUTOLYSIS L"f EDTA: ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SUMS OF 
SQU/\RES 
1610.87 
15330. 70 
6045.05 
1137 . 34  
44.99 
2021.99 
608.55 
871 . 50 
MEAN 
SQUARES 
322.17 
3066.14 
6045.05 
lJ.5.49 
9 . 00 
40'+.40 
24.34 
12. 11 
pb 
26.46 
253.40 
499 . 59 
3 . 76 
0.74 ns 
33.42 
2 . 01 ns 
TABULATED F-VALUES 
51. LEVEL 
2 . 37 
2 . 37 
4. 00 
1.  70 
. 2 . 37 
2 . 37 
4 . 00 
Vl 
...... 
The EDTA vs culture i nteraction ( Source 1 ,2 )  was nearly non-signi fi cant . 
an i ndication t�at All cultures are res�onding simi larly to the various con-
centrations of !'.:DTA. �Thatever is happening i n  one seems to be hap'9enine in 
all the cultures . 
Cultures were o;rown by standard gro�1th 'Procedures . Lop: phase cells 
were obtained by reference to the stand�.rd growth curves . Cell suspensions 
were prepRred by standard methods except GQ�ori ' s  tris buffer at pH 7 .2  
( Ap:c;>endix B )  was substi tuted for disti lled water i n  the concentrated cell 
suspension . The experiMent began ( zero time ) when 0 . 5  ml of the cells were 
resuspended in dupli cate s�ectrophotometric tubes c ontaining 3 . 5  ml of 
Gomori ' s  tris buffer ( 0 .05 � pH 7 .2)  with various concentrations of EDTA 
and/or ly3ozyme . The experiment was conducted at 30C. 
Loss in a.bsorbance was measured i n  c Spe ctroni c 20 at 41�0 run at () . 2 5  
hour intervals for 4 consecutive hours . The loss in absorbance was plotted 
�ainst time . 
EDT.A-lys ozyme lysis of !i:grobacter iu..rn :!-wnefaci�s- (Fi gure 7) shows 
interesting results . All ( s ingle-reagent ) controls shoved relatively 
little autolys is , with Gomori ' s  tris buffer exhibiting the leas t .  
Synergism betveen EDTA and lysozyme was observed . As was expecte:! , the 
hi gher concentrations of EDTA ( 0 . 01 M) and lysozyme ( 10 . 0  u.�/ml) exhibited 
the greatest lysis and 0 .001 � EDTA vith 1 . 0  u�/ml lysozyme shoved the least . 
It is evident that A .  �UI!1..efa�e�� underp;oes r apid a.nC. extensive lysia 
by EDTA-�rsczyme . Simi lar rates !lave been recorded for Pseudomonas ?..P.. . 
(Shively a.nd Hartsell, 196h) and Es ch�ichia. 9oli (:..rright , 1965) . 
EDTA-lysozyme l.ysis of g_hJ.:.o�ob��teri'!!!! !_i olaceum { Figure 8) differs 
somewhat from tha.t of I\ . tumefaciens . Exce'Pt for the Gomori ' s  tris buffe r ,  
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FIGURE 7 .  
EDTA-LYSOZYHE LYSIS OF Agrobacterium tumefaciens 
TRIS CONTROL 
0 •. 01 _M. EDTA 
0. 001 M. · EDTA 
1 . 0/-lg/ml . LYSOlYME 
10. 0 pg/ml . LYSOZYME 
LEGEND 
O. 01 M. EDTA + 10. 0 ,Pg/ml. LYSOZYME 
O. 01 M. EDTA + l .  0 pg/ml. LYSOzn!E 
0. 001 M. EDTA + l . O pg/ml. LYSOZYME 
0. 001 M. EDTA + 10. 0 )lg/ml. LYSOZYME 
• 
• 
• 
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FIG. 7. EDTA-LYSOiYME LYSIS OF Agrobacterium tumef8ciens 
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FIGURE 8 .  
EDTA-LYSOZYME LYSIS OF Chromobacterium violaceum 
TRIS CONTROL 
0 . 01 M. EDTA 
0. 001 M·. EDTA 
1.  0 )J&/ml . LYSOZYME 
10. 0 pg/ml. LYSOZYME 
LEGEND 
0. 01 M. EDTA + 10. 0 pg/ml .. LYSOZ™E 
0. 01 M. EDTA + 1 .  0 pg/ml. LYSOlYME 
O. 001 M. EDTA + � .  0 pg/ml. LYSO� 
0. 001 M. EDTA + 10. 0 )lg/ml . LYSOZYME 
---<>-
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• 
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FIG. 8. EDTA-LYSOlYME LYSIS OF Chromobacterium violaceUt'i'\ 
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all ( single-reagent ) controls showed simi lar rates of J...vsis . The results 
of the experimental ( double-rea�ent) tests seemed to be more a.n additive 
effect of the controls rather than a synergistic effect characte�istic of 
A. tumefa.ciens . Variation in concentration of the reagents in the experl-
mental ( double--rea.p;ent)  tests seemed to have little or no influence upon 
lytic action . 
EDTA-lysozy!:'le lyois or Rhizobiul'!l .£tta.seoli ( ii'igure 9)  again showed 
some differences from those already discussed . Similnr to the results 
·for �· 1_�ef�c:._i_� . n..!5.' the experimental ( double-reagent) tests exhibited a 
synergistic effect out nowhere near the magnitude or rate for A .  �umefaci��-· 
All experiemntP.l ( double-rea.�ent) tests had similar plot3 except at the 
lowest concentrations of ELYI'A and lysozyme . 
EtTA-lysozyme lyBis of Rhi z2bil.!I! _tri folii_ (F'ip,ure 10) was very similar 
to that of R .  �aso�_:!:_. However , it co.n be seen by the results of the l.ysozyme 
controls that lysozynie had a greater affect upon this culture than did EDTA. 
Agai n .  the synergistic action of EDTA + lysozyme is seen . 
EDTA-lysozyme lysis of �.h..i_zo1l_ium _!_upini ( Figure 11) hA-d, d.ram:itically 
di fferent resu.l ts from the preceding cultures . Not one of the experimen tal 
controls or tests had any affect on lysis .  Froro these results � i t  can be 
concluded tho.t EDTA . J..vsozyme , or combinations of the two do not affect the 
cell wall of this bacterium, or �ossibly that the experinental reagents were 
unable to �enetrate the heavy cansular material found as9ociated �it� this 
culture ( Appendix A) . Although Fi�ure 11 does not shov time beyond 4 hours , 
the author did randomly spot check the cultures at times un to 8 hours vi th 
still no obser-�ed lysi s .  
EIYrA-lysoeyme J..vsis of �i zobi� j_�ponicum ( Figure 12) vas similar to 
that of .13: l,upin!. ( Figure 11) . Agai n ,  the results mir.,ht be attributed to 
the heavy capsular layer of R .  janp�� ( A-npendix A) . 
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FIGURE 9 .  
EDTA-LYSOZ'iME LYSIS OF Rhizobium phaseoli . 
TRIS CON'mOL 
0. 01 M. EDTA 
O. 001 M. EDTA 
1 .  0 jJg/ml . LYSOlYME 
10. 0.Jlg/ml . LYSOZYME 
LEGEND 
0.01 M. EDTA + °10.0 )lg/ml. LYSOZ'IME 
O. 01 M. E�TA + 1 .  0 )Jg/ml. LYSOZYME 
O. 001 M. E�TA + 1. 0 )lg/ml . LYSOmlE 
O. 001 M. EDTA + 10. 0 .JJ&/ml. LY.SOZYME 
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FIGURE. 10. 
EDTA-LYSOZ'YME LYSIS OF Rhizobium trif olii 
TRIS CONTROL 
0.01 M. EDTA 
0. 001 M. EDTA 
LEGEND 
1. 0 )l&/ml . LYSOZYME 
. 10. 0 )Jg/r!J.l. LYSOZYME 
O. 01 M. EDTA + 10. 0 jJ-g/r:tl. LYSOZYME 
O. 01 M. EDTA + 1 . •. 0 )l&/ml. LYSOZYME 
0. 001 Ji. EDTA + 1 .  0 pg/ral. .LYSOZYME 
O. 001 M. EDTA + 10. 0 )1&/ml. LYSOZYME 
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• 
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FIG. 10. EDTA-LYS02YME LYSIS OF Rhizobium trif olii 
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FIGURE 11.  
EDTA-LYSOlYME LYSIS OF Rhizobium lupini 
TRIS CONTROL 
0.01 M. EDTA 
0. 001 M. EDTA 
-
1 .  0 jJ&/ml . LYSOZYME 
10. 0 pg/ml ! LYSOZYME 
LEGEND 
0. 01 · M. EDTA + 10. 0 )l&/ml . LYSOZYME 
O. 01 M. EDTA + 1 .  0 )lg/ml .• LYSOZYME 
O. 001 M. EDTA + 1 .  0 _?8/�l .  L"�SO� 
0. 001 M • . EDTA + 10.0 _?g/ml. LYSOZYME 
• 
• 
II 
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FIG. 11. EDTA-LYSOrIME LYSIS OF Rhizobium lupini 
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FIGURE 12 
EDTA-LYSOlYME LYSIS OF Rhizobium japonicum 
�EUD 
TRIS CONTROL 
0.01 M. EDTA 
0. 001 M. EDTA 
1 .  0 )l&/ml . LYSOZYME 
• 
• 
10.0 )lg/ml. LYSOZYME --0-
0. 01 M. EDTA + 10. 0 )l&/ml . LYSOZ'lME 
0.01 M. ED�A + l . 0)1g/ml. LYSOZTIIE 
O. 001 M. EDTA + 1 .  0 pg/ml. LYSOZ'IME 
o. 001 M • . EDTA + 10. 0 )1elml. LYSOZ'fHE 
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FIG. 12. EDTA-LYSOznlE LYSIS OF Rhizobi'Jm j�onicum 
The possibility that the ca'p.sule might rirotect. the cell wall from 
!1etero.lytic damage could be resolved by :further experiments with the capsular 
layer of these cells totally removed .  However , this approe.ch was not attempted 
by thi s researcher due to e. time limitation . The only attempt to stri� the 
capsular layer was with a sterile distilled water wn.sh �.rhich appeared to be 
not entirely e ffective . 
DISCUSSION 
Al though the bacterial cell wall fulfills the same primarJ function 
{ protection) in all bacterial cells , there i s  �reat diversity i n  cell i"�ll 
structure amo� the different systematic groups of bacterte.. Salton (1964) 
describes some of the variations in cell wall morpholo� and overall che:nical 
composition .  
The . extensive work of CUIJmins and Harris (1955, 195�) establis�en �he 
chemical composit ion of gra.m--posi ti ve bacterial cell walls as valuable to.�o·· 
nom.i c characters . Using pa.per chromatographic analysis , the�r were able to 
distinguish genera and some species solely by bi ochemi cal differences . T'ney 
regarded cell wo.11 cornnosition as an extension of morpholOf.l"J at the biochemical 
level . Furthermore , they reported the cell wall of grnm-posi tive bacteri a 
as a. stable ctiaracter , una:!"fected by variations in culture medi a or conclitionR 
of growth . ITowever , Marr et .?-1 . ( 1961�) re-ported some vari a.tion in the ce 11 
wall of Es cherichia coli ( �ram-negative) by vari ation in culturnl condi tions . 
- - - --- ---
� 
The cell walls of �ra.� -negative bacteria have a hi�her level of structu�al 
and chemi cal conmlexity t�an those of gram-positive . Thus , the variation i n  
F)ra.'tl-negati ve bacteria. would seemin�ly be greater . 
As is the case for chem.ica.l compogi ti on,  physiological responses of 
bacterial cell walls to external l,.vtic �ents can lend taxonomic informo.-· 
tion . Repaske ( 1958) listed difterences between Sschcrichi� £Cli and 
����j>acter vi����n�!1. by their responses to lytic agcntR , when t�ese 
organisms were believed· to_ be quite similar . .Judi th and Weinberg ( 1959) 
used lytic responses of the cell walls of the genus !?.�ci 111:1S to distinguish 
f.8 
taxonomi c groups . Caldwell (1960) used cell wall differences to provide 
a simple , rapid ,  and accurate met�od to distinguish the species or Group 
D streptococci . Similarly , bacteriolysis of a large number of the Entero-
bacteriacef\e was tested and taxonomi c information was gained by Noller and 
Hartsell ( 1961) . 
In a simi lar manner the research results reported in thi s  thesis will 
be applied to the :present taxonomi c classi f'ication in Bergey ' s  Manual ( 3reed 
et �· · 1957) and the pro�osed reclassification in Table 1 .  
Autolysis in Spent GrCMth Medium set the stage for subsequent experi -
ments . Because little or no autolysis was observed, DMYE broth apparently 
did not effect autolysi s .  
Autolysis in Saline showed some general tendencies . An i ncrease in 
temperature caused greater autolysis in all cultures . This corres�onds 
with the findings of Becker and Hartsell ( 1954) who used heat treatment 
in conjunction with lytic agents to increase hetero�vsis . Althoug� no 
lytic agents were used in this experiment , i t  is known that the bacterial 
cell itself contains lytic enzymes necessary to carry on cell wa.11 biosyn-· 
thesis (Stromineer � in Gunsalus and Stanier , 1962) . Possibly , the heat 
treatment caused a denaturation of the anabolic en%Y?lleB , and thus allowed 
the cataboli c enzymes ( lysozyme) to a.utolyze the cell. 
Another tendency was to see �reater autol.ysia at hi gher concentrations 
of s aline . It could be that the sodium i ons were exchanging with divalent 
cations of calcium and/or magnesium which are reported to be found in Phi zo-
bium cell walls by Humphrey (1962 ) .  Shively and Hartsell ( 1964) re�orted 
an inhibition of the lys is of Pseudomona� .1!!?.· with an increase i n  salts . 
This m� have been due to a salt--inflicted denaturation of the cata.bolic 
enzymes . This result was not observed in the cultures of the Rhizobiaceae 
tested . 
The cultures exhibited different resnonses to the various NaCl concen· · 
trations . However , u�on viewing the percent autolysis (Append.ix C) a �eneral 
grouping of' organisms was apparent. By cornpili n� a.n average percent autolysis 
for each culture . 1 t was noted that Agrobacteri U.'J! tumefaci en�, B!t.J zobi:_�� 
��eoJ}_. and rei�_zo�ium trifolii had simi lar averages of e.utolysis which 
were 18� , 16% , and 18� respect! vely . JQii zobi um J_anoni cum and Rhi zob! � 
!,�...!_ni exhibi ted avera15e autolyses of 5% end 7% . et:irornobncteri� violacelB?!, 
on the other hand , showed an average of 27% , a significantly higher percent 
autolysi s . 
When these tendencies are compared with the �roposed reclassification 
of the Rhi zobiaceae , similarities are noticed . A�robacteri� tumefac���� 
had been proposed a member of the �enus �1 zohium. Furthermore , 'Rhi zq_�i-� 
s arum .  Also, the reclassi fication sug�ests the cor:ibinine; of Rhi zobi urn 
J.�oni;_C.];llil and Rhizobi�  lut>ini into a 3i ngle species . In addition, .Qh_r�� 
'bact���'E! yioln�!_� has been proposed a member of another fami ly (Pseudomo­
nadaceae ) .  The high autolysis exhibited by this species tends to fP.vor the 
remov"-1 of this organ:!.srn from the Rhi zobiaceae . 
Again,  general tendencies vere observed ir. Autolysis in Buffers . The 
different strengths of metal ion binders ( citrate , �hosphate , maleate ) that 
the buffers contained once again suggested the need tor diva.lent cations in 
the cell wall complex as dis cussed by Vincent ( 1962) . A' the cation-bindlnq, 
strength of these buffers increased , a. p;reater amount of autolysis was observed . 
Furthermore , the same autolytic responses were observed as was s een 
in Autolysis in Saline . �robacterill}!! tumefaciens , Rhi zobium p)laseol�, and 
���;Q�ium trifQ!_�� averaged 20% , 21% . and 22% autolysis respectively. Chromo·· 
�����;:.t'!� 'Y!.<2!..�£�l� ap;ain -showed a hiP.;h avera�e autolysi s ( 31%) , wherea...q 
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;Qli �J:>i um ��ip._c_t;;t;! and .Rhi zobi u� -� ha.d low responses o.f 8% a.nd 9;; 
respecti vel,y . These resul t.s appear to supT,Jort the suggestions to reclassify 
these organisms . 
The results ot' Autolyais as a Function of pH suggest a. :possible pH 
o:ntimum for the enzymes causing autolysis . '.!'he ;i;reatest autol.,vsis was ob-
served at hig.lier pH levels . Less autolysis was observed in all cultures 
as the pH be ca.me more acidic .  This corresponds with the au tolyti c response 
of Pseu�2_mo� -�. as reported by Shively and Hartsell ( 1964)  . Furthermore , 
-this pli optimwn corresponds with the reported -pH optirr..urn of lysozyme (pH 
7 . 6-8.o) as reported by Wright ( 1965 ) .  
In addition, the tendency of similar responses to pH by Agrobacterium 
and �h�zo�-�� �ni�}_; and an indivi dual response by _Chromobacterium violac�� 
again supports the reclassifi cation proposal . 
Autolysis in EDTA resulted in some interesting results . The cultures 
of !g_robacterium ���_ta._c:_iens , B,!lJzobiurn ;ehaseol� .. and Rhi zobi� �rifolii once 
again exhibited remarkable similo.ri ty i n  average autol.ysis . The average per-· 
cent autolysis was 27i� , 27% , and 26% res'9ecti vely . Chromobacterium viol aceum 
· --·  ---·---
showed an average of' 21% autolysis i n  all treatments of EDTA. Finally , B_hi zo-· 
��� l��n� and �i ��bJum -�,._£ni�� demonstrated a somewhat different res�onse 
to EDTA with a percent autolysis of 9% and 0% respectively. Repa.ske (1958) 
and later Gra.,y and Wilkinson ( 1965) speculated that the action of EDTA is to 
cause the removal or displacement of divalent cations f'rom the cell wall . 
Furthermore , calcium and m�nesium have been shown to be a requirement of 
the cell walls of Rhi �<?.�iU!I! trif'olii and Rhi zobi um meloli ti (Humphrey , 19G2) .  
If ED'l'A i s ,  in fact , tying up or removing di vs.lent cations from the cell wall 1 
then the difference in response of these three groups suggeats either a 
�uantitative di fference i n  divalent catior£ in their cell walls or a more 
extensive �rotective covering ( ca�sule or li�oprotein ) in some of the s train3 . 
It is extremely interesting to note the resrionse of Rhi��obi_� .1��<2._�i_c:_� 
to EDTA . As seen in Appendix C ,  no a.utolysi s occurred for any treatment . 
I n  fac t , all tre a.t111ents resulted in an incre ase in optical density .  Whet!1er 
this is  a result of u.rovth or qcme other factor w�s not i nvesti gated . 
It is also apparent that the �rouns resultinR; from Autolysis i n  E�TA 
once SRe.in support the r.ironosed reclassifi cation of thes e organisms ( Table 1 ) .  
The ap�li cation of lyso �me , a.n enzyme known to cleave the rnucopeptide 
backbone of bacteria ( Phillins , 19�E) establi shes the nresence of this com­
nlex (Salton , 196� ) .  Early studies ot �ram-positive bacteri a reve�ied almos t 
uniform lysis b�r lysozyl"le . However ,  ly5ozyr.ie trentment of p;ram-nE">�e.tiv� 
ba.cteria showed ver..v 11 ttle effect . Thus , ea.r1-v workers believed that this 
complex was le.ckin� from most �am-negative bacteri'll cell walls . 
In applyi ng heat t�eatment (Becker and Hartsell, 195L) it was found 
that gram-ne�ative bacteria were al.so suscentible to lysozymi c �ttack uro­
vided another agent was used in con.1unction with lysoeyme . The addi tion 
of other a.p-ents to allow lysi s  has been expanded to inc1ucle butanol· ( necker 
end Hartsell , 1955) , EDTA ( Repaske , 1956 ) , and s odium lauryl sulfate ( Colo­
bert . 1957) . 
At the s ame time these reagents were aiding the demonstration of the 
presence of the mucOT.1eptide of gram-negative bacteria they also demonstrated 
an existence of another conrplex that was either shielding or worki ng in con-­
Junction with the mucotleptide . Butanol and sodium lauryl sulfate action was 
correlated vith the linids i n  the cell wall membrane of �ram-negative bacteri a .  
Tnese agents ap�eared t o  s trip ava:y the lipid layer exposi� the underlyi ng 
mucopeptide to lys ozyrne. HOW'ever , the action of EDTA ( a  divalent cation 
chelator) is still ill known . Repa.ske (1958) s-peculate<l that �DTA forms a 
single bond with one of the posi tiv-e ions found on the surface of the cell 
wall. Grey- and Wilkinson ( 1965) reported the release of :pentoses , phosphorus , 
and other materials which were detected when Pseudom2_Il_� ��1:.��in�� was 
treated wi th EDTA. This certainly suggests cell wall or membrane dAma.ge . 
Lieve ( 1965) reported the release of 30-50% of the lipopolys e.ccha.ride from 
�-�-�ll�!i <:�i-� . .  co-!_1:_ when subjected to iWTA . Simi lar studies by Rogers �1;: 8:.�· 
( 1968) showed that ED'I'.t\ releases a protein-lipopo.lysaccharide complex from 
:!'s_���o��  Rtrains . All this research suggests that EDTA damages the cell 
�all membrane found i n  gram-negative bacteria by removing or tying up divalent 
cations or by breaking the link between the lipoprotein ( cell va.11 menbrane ) 
and the inner comnonents . 
EDI'A-.lys ozyn1e treatment of �}:>act�t:_!� :tur�_ef�c_iens yielded interestin� 
results . The affect of EDTA and lysozyme se-parately was slight when comuar€d 
with the tris (buffer) control . However, when the two were used to,�ether 
they produced a synergistic .lytic response . This seems to su�gest that �i::.�-
?ac:.!�i um :!'. • .  l!!!!.��8:..C.!.�s_ does i n  fact have a ''typical:' cell wall membrane cov�ri ng 
an underlying !typical'' mucopeptide. 
sornevhat different result . .Chr_<?!!l_�ba�teri� _\j._?].�-�� vas lysed by these 
two reagents , however , i ta rate <lid not e.ppe'lr synergis ti c ,  but rather a.ddi··· 
tive , This seems to sup;gest t!lat the liyoprotein and/or muco-peptide are 
influenced by factors other than those previ ously discussed . 
The effect of EDTA-lysozyme upon _I_fui zobium phaseoli a.nd R!!_i zol?_�� 
!�1=..t��i� were very similar : both exhibited a synergistic lyti c  effect 
to co-treatment with lysozyme and EDTA. Again, the existence of a cell 
wall me�brane bound to the inner com�onents �lus the nresence of. the muco--
�e�tide is suggested . 
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Finally , the results o f  EDTA-lysozymic lysis of �hi zobJ_� luo�.� and 
Jfui z9�il!!!! ������ werP. striking . Neither culture showed any signs of lysis 
by any treatment (EDTA and/or lysozyme ) . :?'urthe:rmore , although the nercent 
1.ysis i n  Appendi x C does not show i t ,  these cultures actually exhibited an 
increase i n  o�tica.l density upon treatment .  '1:1is suggests the aosence of 
the mucopeptide , a �ysozyme resistant mucopeptide (Brumfitt �! �!· • 1958) , 
a di fferent b ondin'2: o+· the cell wall membrane to mucope-ptide ( other than b;r 
divalent cations ) �  or further protection by another acc�ss or"J layer su�h as 
the heavy capsule found associated with these organisms . It would be inter­
estin� to remove the capsular l�yers of these or�ani sms and subject the� to 
autolysis q,nd hcterolysis s tudies . Hm1ew�r, this vns not done due to che 
tine needed to �·rnlue.te the vol'..lr.lino'.l!l dntR col lected durin� this rese.q,rcb . 
Finall:,r , EDTl\-lysozyme experimenta on the six strains tested prod1.1ced 
four p;rou:ns · E_!)_i zob�-u� !�ini and . .f1hi �<?.bium Jan(')ni_s_� ·.ri th no observ�J 
l�·sis { O� ) ;  �Z:..�':!C!..'b�c_t��i-� yioJ..�s.� 1n th lov lysis ( "3�-40% ) l Rhizobiu:i:: 
='h_�s_e£!J._ and �'!.!-��bi_� tr�fol�_!_ with moderate �fsis ( 50--60% ) ;  o.nc .�ro�<:_-· 
-��_rJ_�� - �e f�j.-�_11.::,q_ vi th high l�•sis ( 30-90� ) .  Agai n .  this dutn len�s supnort 
to the �ro�oseu recl?.ssification s cheme ( Table ! }  . The different res�onse 
of ��ac_�e_i::._i_� ��:�.��S.t� from ;Rhi zq_bi ill! £E!.nseol!:_ nnd Rhi zobi 1E_'� �:;-_i_t<?.�.:!l:. 
could be attributed to a quanti tati vc difference in bonds that link �'1e cell 
wall meribrane and/or the mucoper>tide complex. It should :>e noted thP..t t�e 
n�w classification µroposa.l places �obacteri� �wnefaci�!!.�. i n  t�H:� J::enus 
Tfoi���}un]. but withi n the ''snecies " Rhi zobi_� r_adioba.cter. Rhizooi':l;!l! !�11ase_.2_1i 
and Rhi_�<?.b_�u� _tri_f_v_li-1. are classified as Rhiz6oiun le.guminosaruif!.. Thls could 
explain the s ome-•:-rhat :!i fferent results be�reen thes e two �roups ( Agroba.cteri�?I! 
���-f-�f?-�Ep_s_ and Rh_!_�o_bJwn pha.s�_li - Rhi zob_�� .:tri folii ) that have ex.hi bi ted 
similar results in previous ex�eriments . 
The rather di ffe:rent respoOF1 e  of these orr;anisms to F.:JTA-lysozyme su�-­
i;ests a. means of simnle and. rapid i denti fication si!l'lilar to the method of 
Caldwell ( 1960) on 0roup D streptococci . However, the small repres entation 
of this family ( six species} is hardly suffi cient to b e  conclusive . This 
author suggests further 'Vork a.long this line . 
'!'o conclude . it should be noted that the rese::i.rch conducted here was 
the first s tep ir. t:-i� eluci dat:!. on of the cell walls of the Rhi zobie..eeae . 
With the information r,;ained here , other researc�ers can move into quali ta­
ti ve and qua.nti tative studies involving the cell wall, hopefully res.chine; 
closer to an understand'in� of the cytochemi stry of these important bacteria. 
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CONCLUSiot:'S 
1 .  ':'he resul ts of the experiments , Autolys i s in Sal:S.n � ,  Autolysi s  
i r, 3u:ffers , Autolys i s  as a Functi on of nH , and Lysi s in F.D'!'A-1..vso7.�rme . all 
sup�ort and lend further evidence for the need to reclRss i tY the Rhi zobi ace�e 
.o.ccordin� to the proposed reclassifi cation in ·�able 1 .  
2 .  The EDTA-ly�0cyme experiment demonstrated the presence of a "' t�rpi. cal 1 
y.iects that the rnuco�r>ticle complex i s  presen t .  Jiov-ever ,  i t  i s  !rro"iiably 'Jeing 
shielded by an ad.di tional accessory la�rer such ns the cl!l.n<lule . :r.'urther data 
need to be compi led t0 further su!)port this theory . 
3 .  The EDTA-lysozyme experiment also denonstrr�ted t�a.t P.;)'i'A i s  !'1et-ded 
terium vi olaceum , Rhi zobium nhaseoli. , and Rhi zobi.u!n trifoli t .  A�ain, the 
- - ---- ·- -- -- --- ·- · · - - - -- .ea,_____ ·----- "'·------
presence of an �DTA resistant access ory le.,ver other than the l tpo�;·otein 
( ce 11 wall '!llembr�.ne) . 
4 .  The .:!:DTP. R.nd ::�P'I1A··lysozyme exneriments '3Ul!,sr,esteii th a.t the n.ction o.f' 
EDTA is on the ltpoprotein ( cell wall membrane ) layer l n  the �ro,....P..ct��-�� 
tri :'ol1 i strains '.1!3'=.'tJ . One possible action of �DTA is that of r emovi n� diva-
lent cations whi<.:h 11Xe needed i n  this layer for i ts i nter;r1 ty . 
5 t Finally , t{1e EDTA-lyso zyme ex:reriment seem� to indicate that within 
the limits of the cultures tested , lytic criteria might be developed into a 
taxonomi c key for a siliTI,)le and rapid method for the identification of the 
S?ecies of the Rhi zobiaceae . 
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APPENDIX A 
_ ,  
CHARACTERIZATION OF CUL�.ES 
APPENDIX A 
Characteri:etion of Cultures 
1. A�rob.scterium tumefaciens EIU-1 
SOURCE: Dr. Will iam A. Weiler 
Botany D8partment, EIC 
From Purdue University Culture Collection 
CHARACTERIZATIOH : 
, 
... 
-
, 
. � . 
� 
SP*' 
Gram-negative rod 
Measures : 1 x 2-5 ,µm 
Generation ti.-ae (DMYE broth) : 1 .  5 hours 
Motility: 1-4 pcritrichous fl�gella 
Optimum growth ternp2ratur e :  25-30c 
Capsular production: Little or none 
Found : Soil 
' -
• , .._ ' 
, _  • \ ·"" 
- - , -, 'I ; , • 
"' , . , - -
y 
.. 
• 
� • 
' , 
, • , I \ 
, ... \ • ' -
,_ • 
Azrobacterium tumefaciens 
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2 .  Chromobacterium violaceum EIU-3848 
SOURCE : Eastern Ill inois University Cul ture Collection 
C�'tlt\CTERIZATION : 
Agar 
Gram-negative rod 
Measures : • 7!> x 2-5 )lm 
Generation ti�e (DMYE broth) : 2 . 4  hours 
Motility: 1-4 flagella 
Optimum growth temperature : 25-JOC 
Capsular produc tion: Little 
Found : Soil and W3ter 
Chromobacterium violaceum 
.. Broth 
3. Rhizobium phaseoli UL-5 
. .  
SOURCE: Forester Davidson 
Urbana Laboratory. 
Urbana, Illinois 
CHARACTERIZATION : 
• 
-
Gram-n�gative rod 
Mea:;ures : 1 x 2-3 ,Pm 
Generation ti�� (DMYE broth) : 3. 6 hours 
Motility: peri trichous flagella 
Optir:um growth temperature : 25C 
Capsular produc tion: Little 
Found : Pathogen of Phaseolus (b�an) 
.. 
tf-
' 
I � 
Rhizobium phaseoli 
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4. Rhi�obium trifolii UL-2 
SOURCE: Forester Davidson 
Urbana Laboratory 
Urbana, Illinois 
CHARACTERIZATION : 
Gram-negative rods 
Measures : 1 .  5 x 2 -4 )J'!'ll 
Generation time (m1YE broth) : 4 .. 6 hours 
Optimu::i gro�th temperature: 25C 
Motility: Peritrichous f lage lln 
Capsular produc tion: Sm.all 
Found : Pathogen of Trifol iu� ( cl over) 
, • 
, 
Rhizobium trif olii 
I 
, , 
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.. 
.· 
·soURCE : Forester Davidson 
Urbana Laboratory 
Urbana, I l l inois 
CHARACTERIZATIOH: 
Gram-negative rods 
Measures : 1 x 2-3 µm 
Generation tirne (D}rlE broth) : 10. 0 hours 
O? timum gro-:1th temperature: 25C 
Mot i l i ty :  1-4 flagella 
Capsular production: Ueavy 
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Found : Pathogen of �lJpinus ( lupine ) ,  Serradell'1, 
and Orni thon•1s 
� ' \ " , d ' . / - (" \ ' _, � • I �,\ \ \ 
• 
.;:, 
• 
1· 
Rhizobium 
6. Rhi::nbium japcnie1.un UL-1 
SOURCE : Forester David�on 
Urbana Laboratory 
Urbann, I l l inois 
CHARACTEitIZ.ATIO:T : 
Gram-negative rods 
Me�sure s :  1 x 2-5 µm 
Generatic•n tim� (D)flE broth) : 10. 0 hour� 
Optir.-Jm grmlth temperature: 25: 
_, 
Moti l i ty :  monotr!chous flagella 
Cnps\-\let.r production: Heavy 
Foand : Pathogen of S"ia � (soybean) 
t 
" 
' 
, ,  '�I ,. -.. ' 
" .p� 
0 
l I - � _, 
� __, I - _, I .... 
, , -� ' e- / .. / - - ,, � · "" I 
__ ...I ' 
Rhizobium j�ponicum 
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APPENDIX B 
MEDIA, BUFFERS , AND REAGENTS 
Media� 
APPEMD!X :8 
MP-dia, Ruf fer.s, ��d Rea��nts 
· 1. Dextro9e Mannitol Yeas t Extract (D21YE broth) 
Mannitol 
D�xtrose 
·Yeast Extract 
Sodium Chloride 
Distill�d Water 
S . Og. 
5 . 0g. 
l . Og_. 
0.2g. 
1000 . 0  ml. 
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For an agar mediu�: Add 1 5 . 0g. ( 1 . 5�) Ag�r 
pH adjusted to 7 . 2  vith MaOR 
Autoclaved for 20 minutes, 15 psi 
2 .  Rhi:o�iu� - X * 
Soil Extr�ct 
African violet soil 
Na2co3 
DistillP.d Water 
Yeast Extract 
Mannitol 
Distilled Water 
200.0 ml. 
7 7 . 0g. 
o.2g. 
200. 0 ml. 
1 . 0g. 
io.os. 
800. 0 ml. 
For an agar �edium: Add 1 5 . 0g. ( 1 . 5%) Agar 
pH adjus ted to 7 . 2  with NaOH 
Autoclaved for 20 l'lim1te$, 15 psi 
* this �dium proved to be difficult to prepar� due 
to slow fi l tratiop of the soil extract, thus it 
vas not used in this tttesis 
l\uffers: 
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1 .  Sorensen ' s Phosphate 0. 066 ,li. 
Soluticn !!_: 9 . lg. l"l!2PO� (nnhyd. ) /  liter distilled vater 
Solu t:f.on n: 9.4g. t:""2HP04 (anhyd. )/ liter. distil led wnter 
Gener;il Mix Fonmla: 1.0 [(ml . A + ( 1 00-X)nl. 
� !EE- 21!: ... 
ml . cf A ml. of D 
S . 2  980 20 
5 . 6  948 52 
6 . 0  877 123 
6 . 4  732 268 
6 . 8  508 492 
7 . 2  285 715 
7 . 6  132 868 
8 . 0  55 945 
Steril ize: Aut,�l�ve for 20 mim.,t�s, 15 psi 
2. Mcllv�ne ' s  Citx-ic Acid-Phosphate 0. 1 ,M. 
BJ 
Solution A: 2 1 . 0�. Citri� Acid• H20/ li ter distilled 
water 
Solution !: 28.43. Na2RP04 (anhyd. )/ liter distilled water 
General Mix Formula: lo[xr.,l. A + (100-X)ml . BJ 
� !!?!. fl!_: 
5 . 2  
5 . 6  
6 . 0  
6 . 4  
6 . 8  
7 . 2  
7 . 6  
8 . 0  
ml. o f  A 
464 
420 
365.5 
307 . 5  
227 . 5  
130. 5 
63 . 5  
2 7 . 5  
ml. of B 
536 
580 
631 . 5  
692 . 5  
772 . 5  
869 . 5  
636 . 5  
972 . 5  
Sterilize: Autoclave for 20-minutes, 15 psi 
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3. Gamori ' s  Tri�-°"�leate 
Solution A: 24.2g. Tris + 23.2g. Maleic Acid/ litP.r 
distil led-water 
Solution D :  8 . 0g. Na.OU/ liter distilled water 
Gen�ral Mix Formula: 10[25ml. A + Xrnl. 8 up to 
100 ml. with di:;tilled w.ater] 
� for .e1!_: 
ml. of A ml. of a distil l ed H20 
5. 2 
5 . 6  
6 . 0  
.6.4 
6 . 8  
7 . 2  
7 . 6  
8 . 0  
250 
250 
250 
250 
250 
. 250 
250 
250 
35 
78 
130 
185 
225 
255 
290 
345 
715 
672 
620 
565 
525 
495 
460 
405 
Sterilize:. Autoclave for 20 minutes, 1 5  psi 
4. Gomori 's Tris O. 05 _!1. 'pH 7. 2 
Solution A: 2.42g. Tris/ liter distilled water 
Solu tion B: 0. 2 N. HCl (20 ml . con. HCl/ liter 
distilled-water) 
General Mix Formula: 10(25ml. 
100 ml. With distilled water] 
!!!. ill. El! 7 .  2 :  
Gives 0 . 2  M 
ml. of A ml. 
250 
A· + Xml. B up to 
of B distilled H20 
221 529 
Final Dilution: 3 : 1  dilution of 0 . 2  M. Tris buffer 
with distilled water 
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Reagents: 
1. Disodium (Ethylenedinitrilo} tetracetate (EDTA) 
2 .  Lysozyme (3X Crystalline) Globulin Cl 
3. Sodium Chloride USP granular 
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APPEMDIX C 
RAW DATA 
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PERCENT AUTOLYSIS IN SALINE AT 20C 
(by loss in aDsor�ance) 
Percent Saline 0. 0 0 . 5  1 . 0  2 . 0  1 0 . 0  
Agrobacterium 
tumef acicns 
3 hours4 03 05 14 11 07 04 09 12 1 1  09 
24 hours 07 09 22 20 22 15 17 26 21 24 
3 hours 06 00 22 19 23 21 14 15 24 21 
Chromobacterium 
violaceum 
Rhizobium 
phaseoli 
Rhizobium 
trif olii 
Rhizobiur.i 
lupini 
Rhizohium 
Japonicum 
24 hours 00 00 34 29 31 25 41 38 38 36 
3 hours 02 06 11 11 04 06 07 10 11 17 
24 hours · 07 08 23 25 19 19 13 17 18 25 
3 hours 02 03 08 12 09 13 07 OI+ 14 1 1  
24 hours 02 05 22 24 25 2 6  17 1 7  24 23 
)· hours 00 02 04 04 O* 00 09 00 08 07 
24 hours 00 00 08 06 O* 00 08 00 19 11 
3 hours O* O* 00 O* O* 00 C4 04 07 08 
24 hours O* O* O* O* O* 00 05 06 21 19 
a F!�:rc� r��r��ent duplicate tubes O* Increase absorbance 
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PERCENT AUTOLYSIS IN SALINE AT 30C 
Percent Saline 
Agrobacterium 
tumefaciens 
(by loss in absorbance) 
o. o 0. 5 1 . 0  2 . 0  10. 0 
3 hours4 03 07 15 14 10 13 14 18 11 13 
24 hours 16 15 23 22 18 16 24 33 37 . 31 
3 hours 00 03 24 31 32 21 26 19 26 26 
Chromobac terium 
violaceum 
Rhizobium 
phaseoli 
Rhizobium 
trifolii 
Rhizobium 
lupini. 
Rhi�obium 
japonicum 
24 hours O* 07 24 31 42 29 61 58 44 47 
3 hours 07 07 19 17 15 1 1  10 10 13 1 1  
24 hours 09 07 25 23 27 26 24 23 23 22 
3 hours 05 05 24 1 8  1 3  1 3  17 14 17 1 3  
24 hours 02 02 28 31 35 2 9  38 3 8  29 29 
3 hours 04 04 06 08 02 00 00 02 07 10 
24 hours 09 07 08 12 00 O* 00 Of• 17 17 
3 hours O* O* 00 02 03 05 04 06 04 13 
24 hours O* O* O* O* 00 O* 07 07 23 21 
a Figures represent duplicate tubes O* Increase absorbance 
3 hours 
Chromo'>:lc teriurd 
violac:eu:-4 
Rhizobium 
phaseoli 
Rhizobiuu 
trifolii 
Rhizobiun 
lupini 
Rhizobil1m 
japoni<.:U!ll 
24 hours 
3 hours 
24 hours 
3 hours 
24 hours 
3 hours 
24 hours 
3 hours 
24 hours 
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00 00 28 33 50 48 45 47 38 43 
O* O* 23 33 38 50 39 39 46 49 
09 -7 20 19 13 15 13 14 16 13 
09 09 25 27 26 31 27 30 34 33 
05 02 32 17  18 17 27 24 20 23 
02 02 39 30 28 27 38 35 35 36 
02 07 0-S 08 02 04 04 00 18 18 
04 07 05 03 15 18 10 10 40 38 
O* O* O* 00 · 03 03 04 09 20 23 
O* O* O* O* O* � 00 03 21 25 
4. Figlires repres�nt duplicate tubes O* Increase absorbanee 
PERCENT AUTOLYSIS IN BUFFERS: LOG PHASE CELLS 
(by loss in" absorbance) 
Bu�fer (pH 7 . 2 )  Mell vane 's Sorensen 's G01Dori 's  
Temperature C 20 30 40 2() 30 40 20 30 40 
3 hours4 08 1 0  1 1  1 0  17 11 . 1 3  09 OB 16 11 21 10 11 06 09 16 12 
A'l,robacteriunt tumefaciens 
24 hours 08 10 42 35 43 38 27 20 29 33 34 39 11 1 1  11 30 . 25 14 
3 hours o� 24 14 15 13 25 23 25 26 28 35 37 21 22 32 28 28 36 
Chromobacterium violaceum 
24 hours 14 42 62 75 7 1  72 40 45 55 48 72 58 25 25 34 34 12 02 
3 hours 14 16 21 21 21 '14 28 18 25 · 30 06 13 11 15 12 09 06 10 
Rhizobium phaseoli 
24 hours 20 22 29 28 38 39 20 25 25 38 16 25 12 18 26 23 23 18 
3 hours 16 18 33 36 28 34 03 06 1 3  1 7  14 11 08 03 00 11 01 03 
Rhizobium trifolii 
-
24 hours 31 33 40 43 40 44 09 14 22 28 37 34 20 15 00 23 15 10 
3 hours 1 3  19 21 20 17 15 14 08 06 03 12 06 O* O* O* . O* O* O* 
Rhizobium lupini 
24 hours 20 24 21 17 03 03 16 06 1 3  09 21 16 O* O* 00 02 O* O* 
3 hours 13 14 11 11 14 21 09 09 02 O* 03 03 O* O* O* O* O* O* 
Rhizobium japonicum 
24 hours O* 03 06 O* 06 10 07 O* O* O* O* O* O* O* O* O* O* O* 
8 Figures represent duplicate tubes \0 
O* Increase in absorbance V1 
PERCENT AUTOLYSIS nt BUFFERS : STATIONARY PHASE CELLS 
(by loss in absorbance) 
Buffer (pH 7 . 2 )  Mcllvane ' s  Sorensen ' s  Gomori's  
Temperature C 20 30 40 . 20 30 40 20 30 40 
3 hours 
a 
13 16 18 25 36 34 ' 04  02 03 04 16 17 02 O* 02 02 02 03 
Agrobacterium tumefaciens 
24 hours 41 42 44 49 48 50 23 23 26 33 40 43 07 OS 21 21 27 32 
3 hours 18 21 21 23 23 32 23 21 19 24 19 25 1 7  14 1 7  20 24 25 
Chromobacterium violaceum 
24 hours 38 38 48 44 54 49 32 33 36 29 39 40 31 30 28 37 32 35 
3 hours 1 3  20 21 25 29 22 19 21 1 7  19 23 25 14 1 3  1 0  12 15 10 
Rhizobium phaseoli 
24 hours 23 31 38 39 42 39 26 28 23 1 8  2 7  30 24 21 10 1 7  2 0  22 
3 hours 1 7  22 33 29 37 34 13 15 16 24 24 23 1 7  15 13 17 19 13 
Rhizobium trif olii 
24 hours 37 38 47 47 40 38 17 26 31 30 34 35 15 23 08 13 27 25 
3 hours 06 06 00 00 14 21 00 00 00 02 10 05 ()'I_\' O* 10 05 00 O* 
· Rhizobium lupini 
24 hours 29 28 07 04 24 28 08 04 09 09 21 23 04 08 21 23 O* O* 
3 hours 11 07 02 14 08 13 02 16 09 08 13 14 O* O* 1 3  14 O* O* 
· Rhizobium japonicum 
24 hours OS 05 18 26 - 08 28 18 26 25 24 30 32 O* O*  30 32 O* O* 
a Figures represent duplicate tubes 
O* Increase in absorbance \0 
0\ 


PERCENT AYTOLYSIS AS A FUNCTION OF pH: G<MORI 'S BUFFER (30C) 
(by loss in absQrbance) 
pH 5.2  5 . 6 . 6 . 0  6.4 6 . 8  7.2  7 . 6  8 . 0  
3 hours• 17 15 18 17 20 18 20 18 14 23 13 08 18 13 13 12 
Agrobacterium tumefaciens 
24 hours 15 12 17 15 24 26 33 25 24 26 30 35 37 36 36 43 
3 hours 16 18 24 28 29 20 44 34 44 40 51 40 47 47 45 46 
Chromobacterium violaceum 
24 hours 18 21 34 28 34 30 40 27 35 35 38 31 31 32 34 26 
3 hours 07 10 10 11 12 16 15 18 16 14 14 15 22 22 20 23 
Rhizobium phaseoli 
24 hours 02 08 08 20 19 20 16 25 25 26 27 24 42 '•3 39 41 
3 hours 13 11 15 11 14 14 15 13 15 14 22 14 24 23 32 28 
Rhizobium trifolii 
24 hours 14 03 03 00 05 00 05 03 05 00 16 11 19 17 36 28 
3 hours 12 08 06 06 09 08 03 00 04 00 O* 02 00 O* 11 06 
Rhizobium lupini 
24 hours 03 06 04 06 11 06 O* O* (Jlf O* O* O* O* O* 11 06 
3 hours 00 02 O* 00 ()'l't 00 01 O* 03 • 0* O* 00 01 02 O* O* 
Rhizobium japonicum 
24 hours O* 00 O* O*  O* O* 00 O* 03 O* O* O*  O* O*  O* O* 
a Figures represent duplicate tubes 
O* Increase in absorbance 
\() 
\() 
100 
PERCENT AUTOLYSIS IN EDTA/TRIS BUFFER (30C) 
(by loss in absorbance) 
M EDTA 
-
A3robacteriu� 
tumef aciens 
Tris 
. 01 . 005 . 001 . 0005 . 0001 Control 
3 hours8 ·29 21 21 17 15 17 18 14 17 16 05 02 
24 hours 47 ·43 40 36 41 60 34 30 52 33 26 18 
3 hours 13 16 16 16 14 13 15 16 17 14 09 07 
Chromobactcriurn 
violace1..:m 
Rhizobium 
pha.r.eoli 
Rhi::ohium 
trif olii 
Rhizobium 
lupini 
Rhizobium 
japonicum 
24 hours 39 35 41 29 30 18 18 30 28 23 30 29 
3 hours 27 22 21 19 21 25 18 20 19 18 1 1  08 
24. hours 37 33 37 35 36 38 JS 36 37 41 27 24 
3 hours 23 24 20 22 16 18 14 16 20 19 08 08 
24 hours 34 37 35 41 35 41 38 38 39 41 22 23 
3 hours 02 09 ·02 05 08 08 1 1  09 08 05 04 05 
24 hours 15 18 1 1  14 16 16 15 14 13 12 04 05 
3 hours O* O* O* O* 00 00 O* O* O* O* O* O* 
24 hours O* O* O* O* O* O* O* O* O* O* ()".\' O* 
a Figures represent duplicate tubes 
O* Increase in absorbance 
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